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DEGREES CONFERRED BY POSTSECONDARY INSTITUTIONS 
IN SOUTH CAROLINA 
ACADEMIC YEARS 1976 - 77 and 1977 - 78 
Introduction 
This tabulation of academic degrees and other awards has been compiled by the South Carolina 
Commission on Higher Education primarily as an aid to institutions and to state-wide planning 
for postsecondary education. The data are tabulated form information furnished to the Commission 
and to the U.S. Office of Education on OE Form 2300 - 2.1 (Degrees and Other Formal Awards 
Conferred). 
The tabulation is divided into two parts. Part I lists the number of graduates with Bachelor's 
Master's and Doctor's degrees by subject matter and institution. Part II lists the number of 
graduates with Associate Degrees and Other Awards less than the Baccalaureate by subject area and 
discipline. In both parts, the years at the top of each column are the years in which the reports 
of graduates were submitted: degrees awarded between July 1, 1976 and June 30, 1977 are reported 
under 1977, while degrees awarded between July 1, 1977 and June 30, 1978 are reported under 1978. 
All institutions which reported awards in a given subfield are listed imrnediately following 
the entry for that subfield. State-supported institutions are listed first, followed by private, 
or independent, colleges. A zero (0) indicates that a program was offered, but that no degrees 
were conferred during that year. A blank space indicates that the program was not offered at 
that level. 
January, 1979 S. c. Commission on Higher Education 
1429 Senate Street 





List of Institutions 
PUBLIC SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
The Citadel, Charleston 
Clemson University, Clemson 
College of Charleston, Charleston 
Francis Marion College, · Florence 
Lander College, Greenwood 
Medical University of South Carolina, 
Charleston 
South Carolina Sta~e College, 
Orangeburg 
University of South Carolina, Columbia 
Winthrop College, Rock Hill 
FOUR-YEAR BRANCHES OF THE UNIVERSITY OF 
SOUTH CAROLINA 
University of South Carolina at Aiken, 
Aiken 
Coastal Carolina College of the University 
of South Carolina at Coriway, Conway 
University of South Carolina at Spartanburg, · 
Spartanburg 
TWO-YEAR REGIONAL CAMPUSES OF THE 
UNIVERSITY OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
Beaufort Regional Campus, Beaufort 
College of General Studies, Columbia 
Lancaster Regional Campus, Lancaster 
Salkehatchie Regional Campus, Allendale 
Sumter Regional Campus, Sumter 
Union Regional Campus, Union 
ii 
PRIVATE SENIOR COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
Allen University, Columbia 
Baptist College, Charleston 
Benedict College, Columbia 
Bob Jones University, Greenville 
Central Wesleyan College, Central 
Claflin College, Orangeburg 
Coker College, Hartsville 
Columbia Bible College, Columbia 
Columbia College, Columbia 
Converse College, Spartanburg 
Erskine College, Due West 
Furman University, Greenville 
Limestone College, Gaffney 
Lutheran Theological Southern Seminary, 
Columbia 
Morris College, Sumter 
Newberry College, Newberry 
Presbyterian College, Clinton 
Southern Methodist College, Orangeburg 
Voorhees College, Denmark 
Wofford College, Spartanburg 
PRIVATE TWO-YEAR INSTITUTIONS 
Anderson College, Anderson 
Clinton Junior College, Rock Hill 
Friendship Junior College, Rock Hill 
North Greenville College, Tigerville 
Spartanburg Methodist College, 
Spartanburg 
TECHNICAL COLLEGES AND TECHNICAL EDUCATION 
CENTERS 
Aiken Technical College, Aiken 
Beaufort Technical Education Center, Beaufort 
Chesterfield-Marlboro Technical College, 
Cheraw 
Denmark Technical Education Center, Denmark 
Florence-Darlington Technical College, 
Florence 
Greenville Technical College, Greenville 
Horry-Georgetown Technical College, Conway 
Midlands Technical College, Columbia 
Orangeburg-Calhoun Technical College, 
Orangeburg 
Piedmont Technical College, Greenwood 
Spartanburg Technical College, Spartanburg 
Sumter Area Technical College, Sumter 
Tri-County Technical College, Pendleton 
Trident Technical College, Charleston 
Williamsburg Technical, Vocational and 
Adult Education Center 













u.s.o.e. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAU~EATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + l"STITLTICf\S PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0102 00 AGPONO~\' 
CLEMSON ~NIVERSITY 4 6 0 0 
0104 00 ANl~AL SCIENCE 
CLE~~ON UNIVERSITY 3 7 
f 0105 00 DAIRY SCIENCE 
CLEMSON ~NIVERSITY 2 1 
0106 00 POlllR'Y SCIENCE 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 4 0 
OlC8 00 HOR llCUL lUFIE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 10 2 
0111 01 AGRIC~LlURAL ECONOMICS 
CLE~SCN UNIVERSITY 11 10 8 3 
0111 02 APPLIED ECC~C~ICS 
CLEMSCN UNIVERSITY 1 2 
0113 00 FOOD SCIENCE 
CLEMSGN UNIVERSITY 10 6 
0114 00 FOREST ~ANAGE~ENT 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 41 47 11 8 
0199 01 WOCO UTILIZATION 
CLEMSCN ~NIVERSITY 2 7 
-2-
t u.s.o.e. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S TAXONOMY -+ I f\ 5 l 11 lil IONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
f 
0199 02 ANIMAL INO~STRIES 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 42 49 
f 
0199 03 PLANT SCIENCE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 49 65 { 
0199 04 ANIMAL AND FOCD INOLSTRIES 
{ : CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 1 
TOTAL AGRICULTURE ANO NATURAL RESOURCES 155 184 42 28 1 2 f 
0202 00 ARCHITECTURE 
{ CLEMSCN tNIVERSITY 2 3 27 32 
0203 00 INTERIOR DESIGN 
t WINTHROP CCLLEGE 13 11 
0206 01 CllV ANO REGICNAL PLANNING ~ CLEMSCN UNIVERSITY 12 16 
0206 02 CO~MLNITY ANO RURAL DEVELOPMENT 1 I 
CLEMSCN UNIVERSITY 0 2 
0299 01 PRE-ARCHITECTlRE 
,j 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 66 72 
0299 02 BUILOING CC~STRUCTICN ·l 
CLEM~CN UN P.ERSITY 50 24 
TOTAL ARCHITECTURE AND ENVIRONMENTAL DESIGN 131 112 39 48 0 0 
-3-
u.s.o.e. PRO GRAM ~AMES BACCALAU~EATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOC TOR'S 
TAXONOMY • HSTillTIONS PROFESS IO N AL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0301 00 ASJjN AREA STLOIES 
Wl~THROP CCLLEGE 0 
0308 00 LAll~ A~ERICAN STUDIES 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA l l 
~INTHROP CCLLEGE ____ Q ----- ----- ----- -- ----sueTCl~l 1 1 0 0 0 0 
f 
0399 01 ASIAN/AFRICAN STUDIES 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 0 
0399 02 SOllHERN STUDIES 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 0 l 
0399 03 INTEPC~LTURAL STUDIES 
WOFFORD COLLEGE 1 0 
TOTAL AREA STUDIES 2 2 0 0 0 0 
0401 00 BICLCGV 
THE CITADEL 42 32 0 l 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN 55 69 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 13 23 
LA~OEfl COLLEGE 9 8 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 23 26 
U.S.C. - CCLUM81A 136 101 18 19 4 7 
l.J. S .C. - A I l<E ~ 7 g 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CA~OLINA 12 4 
U.S.C. - SP~RlANBURG 2 12 
{ 
-4-
{ u.s.o.e. PPCGPAM NAMES BACCALAU~EATE MASTER'S+ 1ST ) OCT OR I S 
TAXONOMY + 1~5llllTIO~S PROFE SSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
{ .
0401 00 BICLCG'f 
kINlt-:P.CP CCLLEGE 27 30 4 3 
1 ALLEN ~~IVERSllY 5 0 
BAPllST COLLEGE 20 9 
BENE OI CT COLLEGE 18 16 
{ eoe JCNES UNIVERSITY 11 6 CE~l~Al kESLEYAN COLLEGE 1 6 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 15 8 
COKER COLLEGE 7 5 { COL UMBIA COLLEGE 1 6 
CON~EPSE COLLEGE 10 5 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 13 12 
l FUPMAN UNl~ERSITY 34 26 LI~ESTC~E COLLEGE 2 5 
MORRIS CCLLEGE 5 6 
NE~BERRY COLLEGE 6 7 
{ PRESeYTERIA~ COLLEGE 15 13 
VOORHEES CCLLEGE 8 13 
WOFFORC COLLEGE ___ J!t ___ J!t ---- -----SUBTOTAL 537 491 22 23 4 7 ( 
0402 00 BCTANY 
{ CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 5 3 2 3 
0404 00 PLANl PATHOLOG'f 1 CLEMSON UNIVE~SITY 4 0 2 0 
0406 00 PLANT PHYSICLCGY { 
CLE~SCN UNIVERSITY 1 0 
0407 00 ZOCLCGY 1 CLEMSCN ~NI~ERSITY 52 48 8 6 1 0 
-5-
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR• S 
TAXONOMY • INSTITl TIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
04G8 00 PAlHOLCGY 
MEOICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 0 0 0 0 
0409 00 PHAJU4ACOLOGY 
MEDICAL ~NIVERSITY OF S.C. 0 0 0 2 
0410 00 PHtSIOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 4 
MECICAL UNIVERSITY CF S.C. ----- ----- ___ Q ___ .Q _ _Jl _.Q SleTCTAl 0 0 0 0 4 0 
I 
I 
0410 02 ANl~AL PHYSIOLOGY 
CLEMSON lNIVERSITY 1 
0411 00 MICRCBIClOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 68 59 10 4 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY CF S.C. ----- ----- ___ 1 ____ 1 Q -~ suelOTAL 68 59 11 5 0 3 
I 
\ 0412 00 ANATCflC~ 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY CF s.c. 4 2 4 2 
0414 00 BICCHEMISTRY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 5 l 3 4 0 0 
MEOICAL UNIVERSITY CF S.C. ----- ----- ___ z ___ l __ .Q __ z sueTClAL 5 1 5 5 0 2 
0416 00 CEllllAR & MOLECULAR BICLOGY & PATHOBIO. 





u.s .o .e. PROG JIA M NtM ES BACCALAUREATE MAST ER 'S + 1ST DOC TOR'S r, 
TAXONOMY • 1"STillTI GNS PRO FESS IONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 197 8 
0418 00 MARINE BIOLOGY 
COLLEGE OF (HjRLESTCN 1 1 13 2 2 
U.S.C. - COLLMBIA 39 48 6 7 2 2 
U.S.C. - CCASTAL CAROLI~A ----~ ____ a ----- ----- --- --SUBlCTAL 55 69 8 9 2 2 
0419 00 BIC,iETFl't 
f 
MEDICAL uNIVERSITY CF S.C. 3 6 0 
l 
0421 00 ENTOMOLOGY 
CLEM5CN LNIVERSITY 1 8 0 2 
f 
0424 00 Nl.TRITICN 
1 CLE~SCN l.NIVERSITY 6 14 1 1 
0499 01 ECOI\CMIC BICLCGY 
1 CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 15 16 
0499 02 wILCLIFE BIOLCGY l CLEMSCN LNIVERSITY 8 5 
TOTAL BICLCGICAL SCIE~CES 737 687 88 86 19 22 ( 
0501 co Bl.SINESS ANC CCMMERCE { LA~OER COLLEGE 78 79 
L.s.c. - CCLU~BIA 104 144 5 11 
COll.~BIA CCLLEGE 7 17 
I ERSl<INE CCllEGE 12 17 
-7-
u.s.o.e. PROGRAM N~MES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + I~STITlTICNS PROFESS ION AL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0501 co BU5INESS ANC CCMMERCE 
NEkBERRY COLLEGE ___ z.z ___ 21 ----- ---- -- --Sl:BlClTAL 124 140 104 144 5 11 
0502 00 ACCO UNTING 
CLE~5CN ~Nl~ERSITY 30 48 
LA~OER COLLEGE l 0 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 18 20 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 164 153 56 38 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 18 14 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 33 35 
f COl<ER COLLEGE 2 2 
CCNVERSE COLLEGE 0 
FUR~AN UNIVERSITY 0 89 
NEkBERRY COLLEGE 21 5 
'-OfFORO COLLEGE ____ 3 ____ 1 ----- ---- --suetCTAL 290 373 56 38 0 0 
0504 00 FINANCE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 90 91 
FUPMAN ~NIVERSITY 0 0 
ll~ESTC~E CCLLEGE ____ 1 ____ , -- ----SUBTOTAL 91 93 0 0 0 0 
0506 co MA~AGEMENT & ,o~INISTRATION 
Tt-lE CITADEL 123 123 42 40 
CLEM50N LNIVERSITY 1 
COLLEGE CF CHARLESTCN 74 101 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 60 51 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 58 77 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 176 153 
t.:.s.c. - AI1<E,.. 6 11 
I 
\ 
- 8- f I u.s.o . e. PRCG~AM NAMES BACCALAUREAT E MASTER'S + 1ST DOC TOR 'S 
TAXONOMY + nSTITlT IONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0506 00 MANAGEMENT & ADMINISTRATION 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLI~A 28 36 
( U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 54 62 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 86 72 55 39 
ALLE~ UNIVERSITY 11 6 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 20 39 { BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 39 33 
CE~TRAL ~ESLEYAN COLLEGE 14 19 
COKER CCLLEGE 32 29 
l COLUMBIA COLLEGE 1 0 FURMAN UNIVERSITY 85 0 39 26 
lt~ESTO~E COLLEGE 35 45 
PRESeYTERIAN COLLEGE 28 38 
VOOR~EES COLLEGE _:._~3 ---!t2 ----- ---- -- --SUBTOTAL 989 944 136 112 0 0 
0508 00 HOTEL/RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT I 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 2 0 
f 
05G9 00 MARl<ETING 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 130 128 
l BAPTIST COLLEGE 10 13 CCl<ER COLLEGE ----1 ____ Q ---- ---- -- --SUBlOlAL 141 141 0 0 0 0 
0510 00 TRANSPORTATION 
{ ' 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 4 2 
{ 
0~12 00 INSC~ANCE 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 17 12 
1 
0513 00 INlERNAlIONAL BUSINESS 
U.S.C. - COlU~BIA 59 24 
-9-
u . s .o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S • 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + U STITlTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0513 00 INTERNAllONAL BUSINESS 
NEhBERR, CCLLEGE ____ Q ----1 ----- ----SUBTCTAL 0 1 59 24 0 0 
0~14 01 SECRETARIAL STUDIES 
ALLE~ ~NIVERSITY 0 l 
VOC~HEES COLLEGE 
_ ___ _2 ___ 11 ---- ---- -- ---SLBTCTAL 9 12 0 0 0 0 
0514 02 OFFICE AOMINISTRATICN 
I LANDER COLLEGE 0 0 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 5 5 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 11 8 
BOB JONES UNlVERSIT, ____ 1 ___ lJ ---·- -----sceTCTAL 23 26 0 0 0 0 
0516 00 PERSCNNEL/lNOLSTRIAl RELATIONS 
hlNltiROP COLLEGE 0 5 
0517 00 ECCNCMICS 
LANDER COLLEGE 0 () 
U.S.C. - CCLU~BIA 26 14 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 3 5 
COl<ER CCLLEGE 0 1 
LIMESTO~E COLLEGE 0 3 
PRESe,TERIAN COLLEGE ____ z ____ o ----- ----- -- ---Sl.BTCTAL 31 23 0 0 0 0 
0517 01 ECCNCMICS/ACCCUNTING 




f u.s.o.e. PR CG RAM N.AP'E S BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXCNOMY + It\STITlTICNS PROFESS ION Al 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 r 
0599 01 MANAGEMENT SCIENCE 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 2 1 
r 
05c;c; 02 FINA~CIAL ~ANAGEMENT 
r CLE~SCN UNIVERSITY 51 55 
C599 C3 BL5INESS ADP,It\lSTRATION 
f CLEMSCN ~NIVERSITY 39 26 LIP,E5TCNE COLLEGE 39 
MCRRIS COLLEGE ---1~ 
___ 11 ---- ----- ---SlBlCTAL 14 56 39 26 0 0 ( 
059c; 04 ADMINISTRATIVE TECHNOLOGY { FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 1 
0599 05 BlSINESS AC~INISTRATION & CHEMISTRY { NE~BERR~ COLLEGE 2 0 
0599 06 B~Sl~ESS AC~IN. AND INDlSTRIAL SAFETY l NE\IIBERRY COLLEGE l 0 
059CJ 07 ACCOtNTING, BA~KING & FINANCE t 
BE~EOICT COLLEGE 64 47 
0599 08 MAPKETING AND ~ANAGE~ENT 
{ 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 0 22 
TOTAL BUSit\ESS AND ~.ANAGEMENT 1851 1948 398 351 5 11 
{ 
-11 -
u.s.o.e. PRCGRAM ~jMES BAC CALAU~EATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • lf\STITlTICNS PROFESS ION AL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0601 00 COMMLNJCATIONS, GENERAL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 15 0 29 28 
Wl ~THROP COLLEGE 1 1 10 
CCKER COLLEGE 
____ !t ____ 1 ----- ---- - -
( 
SUBTOTAL 30 11 29 28 0 0 
\ 
0602 00 NEltS-EOITOIHAL 
u.~.c. - CCLUMBIA 40 35 
BE~ECICT COLLEGE ----1 
_____ !t 
---·-- ----SUBTOTAL 41 39 0 0 0 0 
I 
\ 0603 01 BRCAOCASTING 
u.~.c. - COLUMBIA 61 62 
BE"ECICT COLLEGE ____ !t ----~ ----- ----- --SUBlOlAL 65 66 0 0 0 0 
0603 02 BRCADCAST E~Gl"EERI"G 
808 JONES UNIVERSITY 18 17 
j 
0603 03 BROACCAST MANAGEMENT \ eoe JONES UNI~ERSITY 0 0 0 l 
0604 00 AO\ERTISING-PUBLIC ~ELATIONS 
U.5.C. - COlU~BtA 84 101 
0605 00 MEO U A~lS 
U.S.C. - COLU~eIA 1 11 10 13 
{ 






l u.s.o.E. PROGRAM hAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S~ 
TAXONOMY • IJ\'Sllll!TIOt\S PROFESSIONAL f.; 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
f 
0701 00 CO~PUTER SCIE~CE 
fRjNCIS ~ARICN COLLEGE 0 0 I U.S.C. - CCLUMBIA 32 39 
FLRMAN lJNl~ERSITY ----2 
____ z ------ -------SlJ8101Al 41 46 0 0 0 0 
{ 
0799 00 SOFT~ARE DEVELCPMENT 
~.s.c. - CCLu,eIA 2 8 
f 
TOTAL CO~PLTER ANO INFOR~ATIO~ SCIENCES 41 46 2 8 0 0 
{ 
0801 00 EOUCATICN, GENERAL 
lt-E CITAOEL 26 29 { CLAFLIN COllEGE 0 0 
FUP~AN lJNI~ERSITY -53 67 
"OFFCRC COLLEGE 
____ Q ____ J ---- -----
r SlBTCTAL 26 32 53 67 0 0 
0802 00 ELEMENTjRY ECLCATIO~, GENERAL r CLEM!ON UNl~ERSITY 124 107 149 143 COLLEGE CF CHARLESTCN 68 64 62 43 
FRAhCIS ~ARICN COLLEGE 63 67 76 95 
LA~OER COLLEGE 23 18 I S.C. STATE COLLEGE 43 46 49 24 
u.5.c. - COLU~BIA 88 99 165 130 3 12 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 10 16 { U.S.C. - CCASTAL CAROLI"A 14 15 
U.5.C. - SFAPTANBURG 18 20 
"l"THRCP CCLLEGE 63 58 77 63 




u.s.o.E. PRCGRAM ~AMES BACCALAUREATE MAST ER'S + 1 ST DOCTOR' S 
TAXONOMY + l~STITLTICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0802 00 ELEMENTARY EDUCATION , GENERAL 
r BENEDICT COLLEGE 33 43 
r eoe JONES lNI~ERSITY 88 108 0 l 
CENT~AL ~ESLEYAN COLLEGE 23 19 
CLAFLIN COLLEG E 30 45 
CCKE~ COLLEGE 13 6 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 22 17 
CONVERSE CCLLEGE 9 4 1 
ERSl<lf\E COLLEGE 25 14 
FURMAN t~IVERSITY 24 28 
Lt~ESlONE COLLEGE 19 7 
( 
MO~RIS COLLEGE 19 28 
NE~BERRY COLLEGE 13 5 
\ PRESBYTERIAN CCLLEGE 17 13 
VOORHEES COLLEGE ___ Jz ___ JI ---- ----- --SUBTCTAL 921 912 578 - 499 3 12 
i 
0803 00 SECC~OARY EDUCATION, GE~ERAL 
Tt!E CITAOEl 69 31 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 0 0 26 32 
COLLEGE OF CHJRLESTCN 6 17 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 36 47 128 72 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 130 148 8 5 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 2 2 
U.S.C. - CCASTAL CAROLI~A 9 5 
( U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 15 4 
"INlt-RCP COLLEGE 24 19 
BOB JCNES lNIVERSITY 3 l 
( CE~TRAL ~ESLEYAN COLLEGE 8 0 
\ CGNVEPSE COLLEGE ----- ----- --2~ ___ Jz --SliBTOTAL 79 76 402 334 8 5 
( 0803 01 ENGLIS~ EDUCATION 





-14- fl u.s.o.e. PROGRAM NA~ES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + I~STITlTICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
fi 
0803 01 ENGLIS~ EDUCATION 
BENE CICT COLLEGE 6 9 
808 JONES UNIWERSITY 8 11 0 l 
YCCRHEES COLLEGE ____ g ____ Q ---- ---- --SUBTOTAL 34 46 0 1 0 0 
( ; 
0803 02 FRENCH EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 4 2 
f; 
0803 03 GERMAN ECUCAlICN 
U.S.C. - COLU"BIA 2 1 f : 
0803 04 LATIN EOllCAlICN 
{ J 
u.s.c. - CCLU~BIA 0 0 
0803 05 SPANISH EDUCATION 
\" 1 U.S.C. - CCLUMBIA 2 5 
0803 06 HISTORY EOUCAllCN [ U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 26 12 
8ENECICT CCllEGE l 5 
BOB JONES UNIWERSITY ----- ------ ---- ____ ,e -- ( \ SU8TCTAL 27 17 0 0 0 0 
0803 07 SOCIAL STUCIES EDUCATION 1 \ 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA 21 13 
808 JCNES UNIVERSITY ___ 12 ___ z1 --- ---- -- --SUBTCTAL 35 34 0 0 0 0 
'1 '. 
0803 08 PSYCHOLOGY EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 4 7 l 
-15-
u.s.o.e. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • H,STITlTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
[ 1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
I 
\ 
0803 09 LieRAR~ ED UCATIO N 
U.S.C. - CCLU~BIA 0 0 
( 0803 10 LANGLAGE ECLCATI CN 
BOB JONES lNIVERStTY 1 3 
0803 11 SPEEC~ EOUCATICN 
BOB JONES U~IVERSITY 6 8 
0807 00 ADULT t CO~TINUING eouc,TION 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 8 17 
( 0808 00 SPECIAL EDUCATION 
THE CITADEL 30 28 
{ 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN 0 5 0 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE l 10 { U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 37 14 
"INTH~OP CCLLEGE 55 38 53 49 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 5 10 
COLl:MBIA COLLEGE 12 18 
CONVERSE CCLLEGE 19 13 12 12 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 0 
FUR~AN UNI~ERSITY 12 10 
PRESBYlERIAN CCLLEGE ---lI ___ 1z ---- -----SUBTOTAL 121 116 132 103 0 0 
I 
( 
0809 00 SPECIAL EOLCATICN ACMINISTRATION 




0810 00 EOlC•lICN OF l~E ME~TALLY RETARDED 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 0 
( 
- 16-
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM N~MES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + l~SlITLTl(1NS PROf~SSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
r 
0810 00 EOlCATICN OF THE ME~TALLY RETARDED 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 31 21 
CCt<ER CCLLEGE ----1 ____ Q ----- ----- ----Sl.BTOTAL 1 0 31 21 0 0 
0812 00 ECL.CATICN CF ThE DEAF 
{ 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 1 9 
G815 00 SPEECH CORRECTION 
f 
CCLU~BIA COLLEGE 10 11 
I 
0818 00 SPECIAL/LEARNING DISABILITY 
COl<ER CCLLEGE 3 l { 
0821 00 FCLNCATIONS Of EOUCATIO~ 
\ u.s.c. - COLU~eIA 5 2 
0823 00 EARLV C~ILO~OCD EDUCATICN 
l CLEMSON lNl~EPSITY 47 46 COLLEGE Of CHARLESTCN 0 5 
FRANCIS ~ARIC~ COLLEGE 0 ') 
[ LANDER COLLEGE 36 23 U.5.C. - CCLU~BIA 109 119 126 112 - -
1....s.c. - Alt<Et-i 5 15 
U.S.C. - CCASTAL CAµCLI~A 11 8 ' --U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 13 19 Wl~TtiPCP CCLLEGE 32 2) 
ALLEN UNIVERSllY 1 0 






u.s.o.e. PROGf'AM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + I~SllTlllG~S PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0823 00 EARL~ C~ILCfOOO EDUCATICN 
COKER CCLLEGE 5 3 
COLU~BIA COLLEGE 21 15 
CO~VERSE CCLLEGE 1 18 
ER SKI NE COLLEGE 0 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY ____ a, ----'2 ---·- -----sue TOTAL 293 297 126 117 0 0 
0824 00 EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 1 2 1 2 
I 
0825 00 EDUCATIONAL TESTING 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 0 0 
( 
' \ 
0826 01 STtDENT PERSO~NEL 
THE CITACEl 37 35 
{ S.C. STATE COLLEGE 29 25 62 56 U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 13 3 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 12 15 
( BAPTIST COLLEGE 20 9 
\ 
Ll~ESTONE COLLEGE ----i 
____ Q 
---- -----SUBTOTAL 53 34 111 106 13 3 
0826 02 ELEMENTA~Y SC~OGL GLIOA~CE 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 0 
I ~.s.c. - COLUMBIA ---- ----- __ .z.o ___ u 
\ 
SUBTOTAL 0 0 20 19 0 0 
i 0826 03 SECCNOARY SCHOCL GUIDANCE U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 73 71 
r 
-18-
{ u.s.o.e. PROGPAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + HSlillTIO~S PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
f 
0826 04 RE~AeILITATION CCUNSELI~G 
S.C. SlAlE COLLEGE 26 24 
u.s.c. - COLUMBIA ----- ----- __ !Q ___ J,5 -- --sueTOTAL 0 0 66 59 0 0 
0826 05 STLOENT PERSCNNEL SERVICES 
( 
CLEMSCN lNtVE~SITY 83 91 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 30 26 1 3 I BOB JONES UNIVERSITY ----- ----- ----- ___ .z --SCBlOTAL 0 0 113 119 1 3 
0826 06 CCLNSELOR EDUCATION t 
U.S.C. - CCLU~BIA 0 
{ I 
0827 01 EOlCATICNAL ACMINISTRATION 
Tt-'E CITACEL 56 57 
L CLEMSCN lNIVERSITY 51 51 U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 43 48 15 13 
"INTHRCP CCLLEGE 35 45 
BCB JONES UNIVERSITY ----- ----- ___ .za ___ zi -- --- r, sueTOlAL 0 0 205 222 15 13 
0827 02 ~EALTH EOUCATICN AO~INISTRATION t L.s.c. - CCLU~BIA .- - l 3 --
0829 00 CLRRIC~LUM £ I~STRUCTIO~ I U.S.C. - CCLU~BIA 3 9 
wHl ... PCP CCLLEGE ----- ----- ----- ----- --- --SLeTOlAL 0 0 0 0 3 9 L 
0829 01 l~STRUCTIO~Al ~EDIA 
t u.s.c. - COLU~BIA 6 10 
- 19-
u.s.o.e. FR OG RAM NAMES BAC CAL AURE AT E MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR' S 
TAXONOMY + HSlITlTI CNS PROFESSIONAL 
r 1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
j 
0830 00 REACING EOLCATION 
Tt-:E CIT~OEL 33 28 
CLE~SON LNl~ERSITY 61 31 
FRA~CIS MAPION COLLEGE 0 0 
U.S.C. - CCLUMBIA 109 73 2 5 
"l"TliROP COLLEGE ----- ----- ___ lJ ____ ,2 ---SUBTOTAL 0 0 216 141 2 5 
r 0831 00 ART EDLCATIC~ 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 8 12 
( 
~.~.C. - COLU~BIA 20 16 11 4 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 0 1 
BENEOtCl COLLEGE 6 4 
BCB JONES lNl~ERSITY 2 1 
( COt<ER CCLLEGE 1 0 
l LI~ESTCNE COLLEGE ____ J. -----2 \ --- -----sueTOlAL 38 39 11 4 0 0 
I 
0832 00 MlSIC EOUCATICN 
LANDER CCLLEGE 8 7 
( S.C. STATE COLLEGE 19 14 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 19 23 21 16 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 8 12 5 6 
ALLEN lNI~ERSilY l 0 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 0 l 
BENECilCT COLLEGE 2 4 
aoe JONES UNI~ERSITY 18 23 
( 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 4 8 
COl<ER COLLEGE 0 0 
CCLU~BIA CCLLEGE 7 11 
CCJ\VERSE COLLEGE 22 13 
~ 
ERSl<INE COLLEGE 4 1 





r I u.s.o.e. PROGRAM N,,r--Es SAC CAL AUR EAT E MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR• S 
TAXONOMY + I ~STI TL TIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
[· 
0832 00 fi' L H C E O l.lC A TI C N 
LIMESTCNE COLLEGE 1 4 { NE~BERRV COLLEGE ---1~ ----2 ----- ----- ---- --SLeTCTAL 150 130 26 22 0 0 
0833 00 MAT~EMATICS ECUCATICN 
( 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 7 5 
BEN EC IC T COLL EGE 3 0 { \ 
BOB JONES lNt~ERSITY 10 9 0 1 
COKER COLLEGE 0 
VOORt-EES CCLLEGE ____ a, ____ a. ----- ----- -- l, SUBTCTAL 20 14 0 1 0 0 
0834 01 NATURAL SCIEhCE EDUCATICN { CLE~SON LNIVERSITY 15 10 
L.s.c. - CCLUfi'BtA 2 1 
8E~ECICT CCLLEGE 0 0 
l 1 eoe JOhES LNIVERSITY ---11 ____ fl ___ _n ___ .lJ -- --SLBlCTAL 28 17 0 0 0 0 
0834 02 BICLCGY EOLCATION { ~ U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 2 4 
ALLE~ U~IVERSJTY 1 0 
VOORHEES COLLEGE ____ Q ____ Q ----- ----- -- ·1 ~ Sl;BlOTAL 3 4 0 0 0 0 
0834 03 C~EMISl~Y ECUCATION {; 
L.s.c. - COLUMBIA l 0 
0€34 04 PH,SICS EClCATICN f ' 




u.s.o.e. PROGRAM "APIES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • l"STITLTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0€35 00 PHYSICAL ECUCATION 
r ll-'E CITAOEl 20 18 9 3 
LANCER COLLEGE 27 22 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 29 39 
U.S.C. - COLUPIBIA 69 77 32 29 
li.s.c. - AIKE" 0 
\ U.5.C. - CCASTAL CAROLINA 13 17 
L.s.c. - SPARTANBURG 4 5 
wH Tf'iROP CC LL EGE 45 32 
ALLE" UNIVERSITY 9 7 
BAPTIST COL LEGE 17 21 
( 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 15 22 
BCB JC"ES UNIVERSITY 18 10 0 0 
CENT~AL hESLEYAN COLLEGE 5 
CLAFLit,, COLLEGE 11 
COKER COLLEGE 5 8 
COLLMBIA COLLEGE 3 5 
ER5KHE COLLEGE 16 18 
FUR~AN LNIVERSITY 13 25 
I Ll~ESTC~E COLLEGE 12 6 
NE._BERRY CCLLEGE ---lI ___ 12 ----- ----- --SUBTOTAL 343 352 41 32 0 0 
I 
\ 0835 01 HEALTH ANO PHYSICAL EDUCATION 
CLAFLIN COLLEEE 20 
C837 00 HEALTH EOUCATICN 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 10 13 30 17 
0838 01 BU!I"ESS EDLCATION 




-22- { ' u.s.o.e. PRCGFAM ~AMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S • 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + I~STITLTICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 l . 
0838 01 Bl51NE5S ECUCATION 
\liI~THRGP COlLEGE 9 8 22 14 
ALLEN l~IVERSITY 3 6 
eAPlIST COlLEGE 6 8 
BENECICl COLLEGE 14 10 r BCB JONES UNl~ERSITY 3 6 CCKER CCLLE<:E 4 3 
VOCRf-lEES CCLLEGE 
____ _!t ___ lil ----- -----SlBlCTAL 60 76 35 33 0 0 I: 
0838 02 OI5TRIBUTI~E EDUCATION 
l U.S.C. - CCLUMBIA 10 4 7 2 kl~THROP CCLLEGE ____ ,a ____ g ----- ----- ---- --SleTOTAL 18 10 1 2 0 0 
{ 
0839 00 lNCl5TRIAL EClCATION 
ClE~~GN LNI~ERSITY 39 29 11 13 
L S.C. STATE COLLEGE ----2 ____ a ----- ---- ---- --soelCTAL 44 37 11 13 0 0 
0899 01 SOCIJL SCIENCE EDUCATION 
{ I 
BE~Et IC l COLL EGE 0 0 
C899 02 PRE-SCHOOL 6 ELEME~TARY EDUCATION l 
NE~eERRY COLLEGE 5 4 
0899 03 AGRIC~LlURAL EDUCATION l 
CLE~SCN UNIVERSITY 9 9 12 8 
l 
0899 04 LIERARY EDLCATIC~ 




u.s.o.e. PR CG RAM N~MES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + l"HITllIC"S PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0899 04 LifRAR~ ED~CATION 
k I "1 HR C P CC LL EGE ----- ----- ---l~ ___ l.l --SUBlGTAL 11 12 10 13 0 0 
0899 05 LEAR"ING DISABILITIES 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 0 
CON\ERSE COLLEGE ____ Q ____ .Q ----- ----- --
[ 
SU810TAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0899 06 HO~E ECONO~ICS EDUCATION 
I S.C. STATE COLLEGE 12 16 
~l"l~ROP COLLEGE 14 10 3 13 
BCB JCNES LNIVERSITY 14 16 
ERSKINE COLLEGE ____ J ----1 ---- ----- --- ---SlJBltlAL 43 43 3 13 0 0 
\ 
I 0899 07 THERAPELTIC RECREATION & ADMINISTRATION 
BE"EOICT COLLEGE 6 10 
{ 
TOTAL EC~CATICN 2413 2401 2327 2066 53 58 
0903 00 AG~IClJLTURAL ENGINEERING 
CLEMSCN UNIVERSITY 6 12 l l 0 l 
0905 00 BICENGINEERING 
CLEMSCN LNI~ERSITY 6 7 2 2 
( 
I 0906 00 CHE~ICAL ENGINEERING ~ CLEMSC" UNI~ERSITY 26 24 3 8 2 2 
-24-
L u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + HST Ill TICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0906 00 CHE~ICAL ENGINEERING 
U.S.C. - CCLUMBIA 
____ !;i ___ ,12 ___ z ___ fl 
• I .a _,a ( S~BTCTAL 35 43 5 14 2 2 
09C8 00 CI~IL ENGINEERING { 
Tt-:E CITADEL 27 25 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 52 63 1 13 0 1 
U.S.C. - CCLUMBIA ___ ,.0 ___ lQ ___ ,11 ___ 1.z a a f SUBTOTAL 105 118 18 25 0 l 
0909 00 ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING t: Tt-:E CITADEL 15 12 
CLE~SCN UNIVERSITY 45 65 7 15 2 0 
U.S.C. - CCLU~BIA ___ !dl ---~2 ___ lJ 
___ 11 __ .a __ .l { SlBlClAL 100 136 20 32 2 l 
0910 00 ~ECHjNICAL ENGINEERING l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 34 44 15 11 l 0 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA ___ ,.a ___ ¼1 __ 1.z ____ ,2 _ _i ____ !J 
SUBTOTAL 62 91 27 20 2 0 t: 
0913 01 INOLSTRIAL MANAGEMENT l , CLEMSON LNIVERSITY 17 25 
C913 02 ACMINISTRATI~E MANAGEME~T l CLE~SCN lNIVERSITY 151 178 




u.s.o.E. PRCGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MAST ER ' S + l ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • I~STITLTICf\S PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
0913 04 M~NAGEMENT 
CLE~SON LNIVERSITY 10 9 
0913 05 MANAGE~ENT SCIENCE 
CLE~SCN UNIVERSITY 0 4 
0915 00 MA1ERIALS ENGINEERI~G 
CLEMSCN liN I VER SI TY 0 0 
0916 00 CERA~IC ENGINEERING 
CLEMSON LNIVERSITY 9 6 4 2 
0917 00 TE,TILE TECHNOLOGY 
CLEMSCN UNIVERSITY 16 23 
0921 00 ENGINEERING MECHANICS 
CLE~5CN lNIVERSITY 0 l 0 0 
( 
\ 0922 00 ENVIRO~MENTAL SYSTE~S ENGINEERING 
CLE~SCN UNIVERSITY 18 15 2 l 
0925 00 ENGINEERING TEC~NOLCGIES 
CLE~5CN LNlVERSITY 23 35 
FRANCIS MARIGN COLLEGE 7 13 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE ___ 21 ___ zi ----- ----- -- ---SlieTCTAL 51 75 0 0 0 0 
( 
I 
\ C999 01 AGRICULTURAL MECHANIZATION & BUSINESS 
CLEM5CN UNIVERSITY 13 13 8 2 
-26- . { 
u.s.o.e. PROGRAM "AMES BACCALAU~EAT E MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • I"STITLTIGt\S PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
f ' 
C999 02 ENGINEERING A"ALYSIS 
CLEMSCN LNI~ERSITY 2 5 
l · 
0999 03 SYSTEMS ENGINEERING 
l CLE~SCN LNIVERSITY 4 2 0 0 
0999 04 "ATER RESOLRCES ENGI~EERING I } CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 3 1 
0999 05 AGRICULT~RAL ~ECHANIZATION l \ 
CLEMSGN UNIVERSITY 0 
TOTAL ENGINEERING 567 725 124 131 13 13 ' 1001 00 FINE ARTS, GE~EPAL l, CLEMSCN UNIVERSITY 6 3 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTC" 40 35 
CCKER COLLEGE 3 3 
t ll~ESTO~E COLLEGE 0 0 PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE ____ J ____ ,. ---- ----- ---- --SLBlClAl 46 42 6 3 0 0 
l 
1002 01 AR 1 STLO IO 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 69 70 l 2 
l CON~ERSE COLLEGE ___ lJ ___ 12 --- ---- --SLSTOTAL 82 89 l 2 0 0 
1002 02 ART 




u.s.o.e. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • INSTITLTICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
1002 02 ART 
r LAf\DER CCLLEGE 10 6 
! L.s.c. - CCLU~BIA 12 15 
~INT~RCP COLLEGE 7 9 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 4 l 
BAPTIST COLLEGE l 4 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 0 0 
BOB JC~ES lNI~ERSITY 4 3 1 3 
CLjfLIN COllEGE 6 7 
COKER COLLEGE l 0 
COlli~B IA COLLEGE 9 4 
CONVERSE CCLLEGE 0 0 
FUR~AN UNIVERSITY 4 13 
LI,ESTCNE COLLEGE 2 1 
liiCFFCRC COLLEGE ____ J ____ z. ----- -----sueTOTAL 51 50 13 18 0 0 
1002 03 \ISl.AL ARTS 
( ~lf\Tl-!RCP CCLLEGE 4 8 
\ 
( 
1003 00 ART ~ISTOR'V 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 1 9 0 1 
CCKER CCLLE(E 0 :) 
CCf\VERSE CCLLEGE 1 3 
F~RMAN UNIVERSITY 
____ z ____ Q ----- ----- --Sl.BT01Al 10 12 0 1 0 0 
1003 01 APPLIED ART HISTORY 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 0 0 
\ 1004 co MLSIC 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 20 31 6 6 
-28-
u.s.o.e. PROGRAM f\AfilE S BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOC TOR'S r I 
TAXONOMY + If\STITLTICf\S PRflFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 197 8 
r: 
1004 00 MUSIC 
\..INTHRCP CCLLEGE 7 4 2 l I : ALLEf\ UNIVERSITY 0 0 
eAPlISl CCLLEGE 5 5 
BEt-ECICT COLLEGE 0 0 
ace JCNES l~l~ERSITY 10 13 8 9 {, CENTRAL ~ESLEYAN COLLEGE 6 2 
COl<ER CCLLEGE 4 2 
COLLMBIA CCLLEGE 4 0 I : CON~ERSE COLLEGE 9 18 13 3 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 1 l 
FURMAN UNI\ERSITY 11 0 
LI.,ESTCNE CCLLEGE 0 0 L PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE l 2 
WOFFORC COL LEGE ____ 1 ____ Q ----- ----- --SUE101AL 79 78 29 19 0 0 
{ 
1005 00 MUSIC (LIBERAL ARTS PROGRAM) 
WHilHRCP COLLEGE 1 0 t, Boe JCNES lf\IVERSITY 0 0 0 1 
CENTFAL ~ESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 0 
CON~ERSE COLLEGE 5 0 
l FLR.,AN UNIVERSITY 4 34 NEWBERR, CCLLEGE ____ ,l ____ 1 ----- ----- --S"1B TCTAL 13 35 0 l 0 0 
I 
1006 00 MUSICOLCGY 
COf\ ~ER SE COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 l : 
lOCt; 01 MLSIC HISTORY 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 0 1 \ 
1007 00 ORA.-ATIC ARTS 






u.s.o.E. PROGFAM NAMES BACCAL AUR EAT E MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + IP..SllllTICNS P~OFESSIDNAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
1CC7 00 DRAMATIC AR1S 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 6 10 
L.s.c. - COLL~BIA 10 5 3 4 
ace JCNES LNIVERSITY 2 4 2 l 
( COl<ER COLLEGE l 2 
( COLLMBIA COLLEGE 1 3 CONVERSE COLLEGE 3 3 
FURMAN lNIVERSJlY 3 5 
Ll~E5TONE COLLEGE ____ Q ____ 2 ----- ----- --- --SUBTCTAL 26 37 5 5 0 0 
1008 00 CANCE 
COt<ER CCLLEGE 2 3 
CCLL~BIA CGLLEGE ____ Q ____ ;i ----- ---- --- ---Sl.BTCTAL 2 3 0 0 0 0 
100c; 00 CCl'MERCUL ART 
CCl<ER CCLLEGE 6 
1010 00 C l"'E~ATCGRA PHY 
eoe JONES ~NIVERSITY 6 7 3 2 
TOTAL FI"'E ANC AFPLIEO ARTS 319 367 51 51 0 0 
1101 00 FOREIGN LANGUAGES, GENERAL 
Tt-:E CITADEL 4 3 
CLEMSCN LNIVERSITY l't 23 
WI NlHROP COLL EGE 0 0 
CC,.,~ERSE COLLEGE 0 0 
NE~BERRY CCLLEGE ----- ____ J ---- ----- ---- ---SlBTCTAL 18 29 0 0 0 0 
f: 
-30- l u.s.o.e. PROGRAM ~AMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • lr\SllllTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
1102 00 FRENCH 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN 2 8 l · FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 1 l 
LA"OER CCLLEGE 0 () 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 0 l 
{ : U.5.C. - COLUMBIA 18 11 10 13 kl~T~RCP COLLEGE 2 2 3 4 
BAPHST COLLEGE 0 0 
ace JO~ES lNIVERSITY l 4 f l CLAFLIN COLLEGE 6 l 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE l 2 
CCNVERSE CCllEGE 2 l 
L ERSKINE COLLEGE 3 l FURMAN UNIVERSITY 8 q 
Ll~ESTCNE COLLEGE l 
NE\itBERRY CClLEGE 0 1 
l PRESBYlE~IA~ COLLEGE 0 1 wCFFOPO COLLEGE ____ o ----l ----- ----- ----sue10TAL 45 44 13 17 0 0 
I 
1103 00 GER~AN 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN 0 1 
l L.s.c. - COLU~BIA 2 4 1 2 BAPTIST COLLEGE 0 0 
BCB JONES lNIVERSITY l 1 
COLLMBIA COLLEGE l l l ERSKl~E COLLEGE 0 0 
FURMAN ~~IVERSITY 2 1 
NE\itEERRY CCLLEGE 2 t : ~OFFORC COLLEGE ____ J ____ o ----- ----- ----- ----SLBTCTAL 9 10 1 2 0 0 
1104 00 ITAL UN L 




u.s.o.E. PROGRA"1 NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TA XO"OMY + I"SlITlTIGNS PROFESS ION AL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
1105 00 SPANIS~ 
COLLEGE CF CHA~LESTCN l 3 
FRANCIS MARIC" CCLLEGE l 0 
LANCER CCLlEGE 0 0 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 0 0 
U.5.C. - COLUMBIA 5 4 6 1 
WHURCP COLLEGE l l l l 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 0 0 
Bee JC"ES UNI~ERSITY 5 3 
COLLMBIA COLLEGE l l 
CC"\EPSE COLLEGE l 0 
ERSKINE COLLEGE l l 
FUFMAN UNl~ERSITY 4 2 
NEkBERRV CCLLEGE 2 l 
~CFFCRO COLLEGE ____ z ____ J ----- ----- --SUBlCTAL 24 19 1 8 0 0 
1109 00 LAll" 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTC" 0 0 
L.s.c. - COLU~BIA l 0 
WI"lHRCP CCLLEGE ____ ,e ----- ----- ----- ---- --·-SlflCTAL 1 0 0 0 0 0 
1110 00 GREEK, CLASSICAL 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 0 0 
L.s.c. - CCLU~BIA ----2 
____ .Q ----- ----- ---- --SLBTCTAL 2 I) 0 0 0 0 
1199 01 CLASSICiL LANGUAGES 
FU~MAN LNI\ERSITY 2 l 
TOTAL FOREIGN LA"GUAGES 101 103 21 21 0 0 
-32- r. u.s.o.e. PROGRAM t\AMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • HSTITLTICNS PROFESS ION AL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 r: 
1202 01 HE Al Tt- SC I ENC ES 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 0 l I 
1203 01 NlH:J SING 
{ cte,so~ LNl~ERSITY 93 79 
MEDICAL LNI~ERSITY OF S.C. 52 67 0 
U.5.C. - COLUMBIA 201 203 
U.S.C. - SPjRTANBURG ----- ____ Q ---- ·---- --- -- l SliBTCTAL 346 349 0 0 0 0 
1203 02 FA~ILV t-EALTH NURSI~G I CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 2 4 
120:3 03 NURSING-AD~l~ISTRATICN l . 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 3 3 
1203 04 NURSING-COMMUN. MENTAL HLTH & PSYCHI. l 
U.5.C. - CCLUMBIA 8 5 
1203 05 NURSING-CLINICAL l 
U.5.C. - COLU~BIA 12 10 
f 
1203 06 NUPSING-HEALTH 
U.S.C. - CCLU~BIA 10 9 
t , 
1204 00 OE"'lISTRY 
MECICAL UNI\ERSITY OF S.C. 51 53 0 I 
1206 co MECICINE 





u.s.o.E. FROGI-AM NiMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + Ir-.STITlllONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
1206 00 MECICINE 
u.s.c. - COLU~BIA ----- ----- ---- ---- .Q __ .Q SUBlGTAL 0 J 142 143 0 0 
1208 00 OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY 
MEDICAL LNl~ERSITY OF s.c. 0 5 
1211 00 PHJR .. AC'f 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 50 62 6 14 0 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA __ 102 __ l.Q~ ____ .z ____ !t ---SUBlCTAL 155 166 8 18 0 0 
1212 00 PH'fSICAL THERAPY 
MECICAL vNIVERSITY OF S.C. 16 18 
1213 00 OEt.lAL t-'tGIENE 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 9 9 
1214 01 PUBLIC ~EALTH ADMINISTRATION 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 12 21 
1214 02 PUeLIC HEAL TH EDUCATION 
u.s.c. - CCLU~BIA 6 8 
1214 03 PUBLIC ~EALTH-ENVIRCNMENTAL 
u.~.c. - COLUMBIA 6 9 
1214 04 PUBLIC ~EALTH-EPIDEMIOLCGY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 0 
-34-
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BAC CAL AU~EA TE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S l I T AX0"40MY • H Sll ll TIC NS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 l 978 
1214 05 PUELIC •EALT~ NURSING 
f, 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 3 1 
I I 
1214 06 PUeLIC ~EALTH-BIOSTATISTICS 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 3 2 
r 
1214 07 MECICAL CARE ADMINISTRATION 
U.S.C. - COLU~eIA 0 0 l 
1215 01 MEDICAL RECCROS ADMINISTRATION [: MECICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 15 11 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE ____ u ----- ----- ----- --- ---SUBTCTAL 15 11 0 0 0 0 
L 
1220 01 SPEECH P~ THOLCGY 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 25 21 0 22 
l U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 14 19 \ii 11\ Tt-:RCP CGLLEGE ----- ----- ____ a ___ 1i --SU! TCTAL 25 21 22 53 0 0 
f j 
1220 02 ALOICLCGY 
~.s.c. - COLU~BIA 4 3 
I: 
1223 00 MECICAL LABCRATORY TECH~OLOGIES 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 8 12 l :. FRA~CTS ~ARIC~ CCLLEGE 0 0 
LA~OER COLLEGE 6 4 
MECICAL ~NIVERSITY CF S.C. 14 13 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 0 
I . 
-35-
u.s.o.E. PROG~AM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • INSTITLTICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
1223 00 MEDICAL LAeC~ATORY TECHNOLOGIES 
U.S.C. - CGLUMBIA 3 l 
._H,Tt'ROP COLLEGE l 0 
CENTRAL kESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 0 
CCLLM8IA COLLEGE 0 0 
CCN~ERSE COLLEGE 0 0 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 3 0 
NE .. BERRY CCLLEGE 0 0 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 0 l 
VCCRl-:EES COLLEGE ____ Q ____ a ----- ----- --- ----SUBTOTAL 35 31 0 0 0 0 
1225 00 RAOIOLCGIC TECHNOLOGIES 
MECICAL ~NIVERSITY OF S.C. 1 0 
BAPTIST COLLEGE ____ Q ____ z ---- ----- -- --SlBTCTAL l 2 0 0 0 0 
1299 01 MLSIC Tt-ERAPY 
BAF1l5l COLLEGE 2 2 
1299 02 OE~TAL ASSISTING 
BA PT! ST COLLEGE 0 2 
1299 03 HISlCTECHNCLOGY 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 0 0 
1299 04 RESPIRATOR~ THERAPY 
MECICAL UNIVERSITY Cf S.C. 0 5 
BAF11S1 COLLEGE ____ Q 
____ a ---- ----- --- --Sl.BTCTAL 0 5 0 0 0 0 
-36-
u.s.o.e. FROGfcAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S r I TAXOf\OMY + If\SlITlTICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 l<HS 
1299 05 NljRSE/MIOWIFERY f · 
MECICAL lNl~ERSITY OF S.C. 
1299 06 CYTClECHf\OLOGY 
l . 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 7 8 
r 
129<; 07 PRE-"ED 
CCLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 0 3 
f eoe JC~ES LNIVERSITY 
____ !t 
- ____ !;2 ----- ----- ----- ----SLBTCTAL 4 8 0 0 0 0 
129«; 08 ANESTHESIA FOR N~SES { 
~ECICAL lNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
12C,9 09 PHYSICIA"S ASSISTANT f 
MEDICAL UNIVERSITY OF S.C. 
1 
TOTAL ~EJL1H PROFESSIONS 615 637 292 342 0 () 
1301 00 ~O~E ECCf\O~ICS, GENERAL 
{ 
LANDER CCLLEGE 7 11 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 3 2 I "If\lHRCP COLLEGE 3 4 27 9 
808 JO~ES LNI\EPSITY 29 20 
ERSKINE COLLEGE ----2 
____ !;2 ----- ---- ---- --- l SUBTOTAL 44 42 27 9 0 0 
1304 00 CCNSLMER ECCf\CMICS 





u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • I~ ST ITLT ICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
1305 00 FA~ILY RELATICNS & CHILC DEVELOPMENT 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 11 13 
hH lHRCP COLLEGE ___ ll ___ 1.2 ---- ---- -- ----SLelCTAL 22 28 0 0 0 0 
130t 00 FOCCS jNO NLTRITION 
S.C. SljlE COLLEGE 2 l 
\illt.THRCP CCLLEGE ----2 
____ .J ___ J __ 1.J --- ---SLBTCTAL 7 4 4 13 0 0 
1306 01 NLTRITION SCIENCE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 0 0 
1399 01 FASHIC~ ~ERCHJNDISING 
WI~Tt-ROP COLLEGE 9 13 
TOTAL HCME ECCNO~ICS 83 88 31 22 0 0 
1401 01 LA\-
U.S.C. - CCLUMBIA 317 256 0 
1401 02 PRE-LA ti. 
BCB JCNES LNl~ERSITY 2 4 
TOTAL LA .. 2 4 317 256 0 0 
1501 ·00 E~GLISH, GENERAL 
n-E CllACEL 8 17 0 15 
-38-
u.s.o.e. PROGRAM ~AMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S-+ 1ST DOCTOR • S l TAXONOMY • I~STITLTICI\S PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
1501 00 ENGL IS~, GENERAL r 
CLEMSC~ UNI\ERSITY 45 42 17 21 
COLLEGE CF CHARLESTCN 25 37 
FRAI\CIS MARIC~ COLLEGE 11 11 
LANCEP COLLEGE 8 8 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 1 1 
L.s.c. - CCLU~BIA 96 82 34 22 14 12 
L.s.c. - All<E" 0 7 
U.S.C. - CCASTAL CARCLII\A 6 4 
L.s.c. - SPARTANBURG l 4 
1 Wl"lHRCP CCLLEGE 20 14 16 15 
ALLE~ LNIVERSITY 2 0 
BAFlISl COLLEGE 16 7 
l eENEOICT COLLEGE 2 3 eoe JONES LNIVERSITY 11 8 
CENTRAL ~ESLEYAN CCLLEGE 3 1 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 14 17 { COl<ER CCLLEGE 6 :) 
COllMBIA COLLEGE 19 11 
CCNVEPSE CCLLEGE 9 10 
ERSl<INE COLLEGE 9 8 
FUR~AN UNIVERSITY 27 22 
Ll~ESTCNE CCLLEGE 2 2 
MORRIS COLLEGE l 4 I : NE"BERRY COLLEGE 8 7 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 21 9 
SOLTHERN METHCOIST COLLEGE 0 0 
I VCCRHEE S CC ll EGE 8 0 ._OFFORC COL LEGE ___ lfl ---12 ----- -----SUBTOTAL 401 361 67 73 14 12 
1503 00 CCMFARATIVE LITERATURE 
l . 
L.s.c. - CCLU~BIA l 2 6 0 
1504 co CLASSICS 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN 0 0 l 
l 
- 39-
u.s.o.e. PROGRA~ NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • INSlITLTICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
1504 00 CljSStCS 
U.S.C. - CCLUMBlA ----1 
____ .Q ----- -----suelOTAL l 0 0 0 0 0 
1505 co Ll"Gl.ISllCS 
U.S.C. - COLUf'BIA 0 2 0 2 
1506 00 SPEECH 
B08 JCNES UNl~ERSITY 1 4 2 2 
1509 00 PHILOSCPHY 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN l 4 
L.s.c. - COLUMBIA 16 13 5 1 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 0 0 
FURMAN LNIVER~ITY 9 10 
li!CFFCRO COLLEGE ----" 
____ !t 
----- ---- ---- --Sl,;BlCTAL 28 31 5 1 0 0 
1510 00 RELIGIOlS STUDIES 
U.!.C. - COLlMBIA 8 9 
BAFlIST COLLEGE 25 32 
COl<ER COLLEGE 2 1 
COLU~BIA COLLEGE 1 1 
co~~ERSE COLLEGE 1 9 
ER SI< INE COLLEGE 5 3 
FUP~AN ~NI~ERSITY 23 20 
Llf'ESTC"E COLLEGE 0 1 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 5 6 
~OFFCRO COLLEGE ____ fl ---12 ----- ----- -- --SUBTOTAL 76 97 0 0 0 0 
1599 01 SPEECH/ORAf'A 
LAf\OE~ CCLtEGE l 
-40-
u.s.o.E. PROGPAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
r T AXO"'OMY + I~STITlTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
1599 01 SPEECH/ORAMA f 
kI~T~RCP CCLLEGE 2 0 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 4 2 
l , NEkBERRY CCLLEGE ----~ ____ !t ---- -----sueTOTAL 11 6 0 0 0 0 
1599 02 RELIGION/PHILOSOPHY r 
WI~lHROP COLLEGE 2 0 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 2 2 I . Cl.tfll~ COLLEGE 4 3 
NE~BERRY CCllEGE 5 4 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE ____ Q ____ a ----- -----sueTOTAL 13 9 0 0 0 0 
f 
TOTAL LETTERS 537 508 75 80 20 14 
{ l 
1601 00 LIER~RY SCIENCE, GENERAL 
u.s.c. - COLU~BIA 88 89 I ) COLLMBIA COLLEGE ----1 ____ ,!t --·- ----- -- ---sueTCTAL 1 4 88 89 0 0 
TOTAL LIBRARY SCIENCE 1 4 88 89 0 0 l 
1701 00 MAlfEMATICS, GENERAL t 
Tt,,E CITADEL 14 . 23 0 ---= 2 
CLEMSON UNl~ERSITY 51 41 23 12 2 4 
I COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN 12 17 FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 22 15 
LANDER CCLLEGE 6 5 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 12 13 
-41-
u .s.o.E. PROGR AM I\ AMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXO ~O MY + 11\STIT LTI CNS PROFESSIONA L 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 l 978 
1701 00 Mjl•EMAlICS, GENERAL 
U.S.C. - CCLUMBIA 27 12 18 24 3 2 
._11\ltiRCP COLLEGE 20 8 5 4 
ALLE~ UNIVERSilY 2 l 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 5 6 
8ENECICT COLLEGE 3 7 
soe J OI\ES lNI~ERSITY 4 9 
CEN TRAL hESLEYAN COLLEGE l l 
CLAFLII\ COLLEGE 12 16 
CCKER COLLEGE 3 I) 
COLLMBIA COLLEGE 5 6 
CCN\E~SE CCllEGE 4 5 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 7 4 
~UR~AN UNIVERSITY 7 4 
LI~ESTCI\E COLLEGE 2 3 
MORP IS COLLEGE 5 7 
NE~BERRY CCLLEGE 6 3 
PRESBYTERIAi\ COLLEGE 4 1 
~OORHEES CCLLEGE 11 12 
lilOFFCRC COLLEGE ----" ____ z ----- ----- --
\ 
SUBTOTAL 247 221 46 42 5 6 
TOTAL MAT•EMATICS 247 221 46 42 5 6 
19Cl 00 PHYSICAL SCIENCES, GENERAL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 l 
NE~eERRY COLLEGE ____ z ____ Q ---- ----- --SUBTCiTAL 2 0 0 l 0 0 
1901 01 NAT~RAL SCIENCES 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 
1902 00 PH'YSICS 
T~E CITADEL 8 5 
-42-
u.s.o.e. PPOGPAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
f TAXONOMY + INS1Ill:TICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 l q7a 
1902 00 PH~SICS f 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 0 4 3 4 5 l 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 2 5 
f S.C. STATE COllEGE 1 0 
U.S.C. - COlU~BtA 5 3 4 2 5 4 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 6 6 
l BENEDICT COLLEGE 0 4 808 JONES UNIVERSITY 0 0 
CCNVERSE COLLEGE 0 0 
ERSKl~E COLLEGE l 1 
f FUR"AN UNIVERSITY 3 3 
~ORPIS CCLLEGE 0 0 
WPFFORO COLLEGE _ _:. __ 1 ----i ------ ----- I SUBTOTAL 27 35 7 6 10 5 
1905 00 CHEM1S1PY { THE CITADEL 13 13 
CLEMSON l'NlVERSITY 9 1 1 3 5 4 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTON 8 13 
l FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 3 8 LANOER COLLEGE 5 4 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 6 13 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 27 23 6 9 8 11 I '-INT~ROP COLLEGE 5 2 0 0 
ALLEN VNIVERSITY 0 2 
8AP1IST COLLEGE 5 1 
l BENECICT COLLEGE 2 4 80B JONES UNIVERSITY 4 1 
CENTPAL kESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 1 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 1 1 l COKER COLLEGE 2 l COLUMBIA COLLEGE l 3 
CONVEPSE COLLEGE 2 l 




u.s.o.e. PROGRAM NAME S BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + INSTITliTICI\S PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
1905 00 CHEMISTflY 
FUR~AN UNIVERSITY 20 12 2 4 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 2 2 
NE~BERRY COLLEGE 2 7 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 6 3 
( WCFFCRO COLLEGE ---lil 
___ lQ ---- ---- -·· --
\ 
SllBTOlAL 146 140 9 16 13 15 
1914 00 GEOLOGY 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 5 5 
COLLEGE OF CHiRLESTCN 8 13 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 0 
ti.s.c. - COLUMBIA 16 21 17 15 9 7 
FURMIN UNIVERSITY ----2 ----2 --- ---- --- ---SUBTOTAL 34 44 17 15 9 1 
1917 00 EARl~ SCIENCES, GENERAL 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 3 3 
1999 01 MA ltUPHVSICS 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 0 
PRESEYTERIAN CCLLEGE ____ .Q ____ o ----- ----- --SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1999 02 TEXTILE CHE~ISTRY 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 3 5 3 3 
1999 03 lE)lILE SCIENCE 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 5 l 0 5 
1999 04 lE)TILE & PCLYMER SCIENCE 
CLEMSON LNIVERSITY l 4 
TOTAL PHYSICAL SCIENCES 217 225 39 49 33 31 
-44-
u.s.o.e. PROGRAM f\AMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR 1 S 
r TAXONOMY + I NSTI Tl T IONS PROFESSION AL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
2001 00 PS,CHOLOGY, GENERAL r 
THE CITADEL 12 9 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 75 47 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN 42 47 
FRANCIS MARIC" COLLEGE 23 16 
LANDER COLLEGE 15 19 
r S.C. STATE COLLEGE 18 23 U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 199 143 8 6 9 4 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 4 10 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 8 16 { U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 10 14 
IIINTHROP CCLLEGE 26 25 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 27 18 
l CENTRAL ~ESLEYAN COLLEGE 4 5 CCKER COLLEGE 12 6 
COLUMBIA COLLEGE 19 17 
CCNVERSE CCLLEGE 4 3 
r ERSKINE COLLEGE 6 4 FUR~A" UNIVERSITY 15 20 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 6 12 
( NEk8ERRY COLLEGE 10 6 PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 25 26 
WOFFCRO COLLEGE ___ 11 ---l!t ---- ----- -- --SUBTOTAL 577 500 8 6 9 4 
{ 
2001 01 EXPEPIMENTAL PSYCHOLOGY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 0 0 ( 
2003 00 CLINICAL-CC~MUhlTY PSYCHOLOGY [ U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 3 10 
2004 00 PSYC HOLOGY FOR COUNSELING 
NEWBEPRY COLLEGE 1 5 
-45-
u.s.o.e. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S • 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + INSllTlTICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
2004 00 PSYCHOLCGY FOR COUNSELING 
PRESSYlERIAN COLLEGE ____ Q 
____ Q ----- -----SUBTOTAL 7 5 0 0 0 0 
2099 01 BE~AVIORAL SCIENCE 
COKER COLLEGE 1 0 
ERSKINE COLLEGE ---lZ ---12 ----- -----SUl!lClAL 13 14 0 0 0 0 
2099 02 SCHOOL PSYCHOLOGY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 3 4 2 2 
t.'t NTt'ROP CO LL EGE --- ----- --..lb ---I SUBTOTAL 0 0 19 11 2 2 
TOTAL PSYCHOLOGY 597 519 27 17 14 16 
2102 00 PUBLIC ACMINISTRATICN 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 44 31 
2102 02 URBA~ PUBLIC AFFAIRS 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN 0 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA ----- ----- ----
____ ,O 
SUBTOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2103 00 PARKS t RECREATION AOMl~ISTRATION 
CLEMSON LNI\ERSITY 115 98 9 6 
CLAFLIN COLLEGE 
____ g ____ Q --- ----- --- --SUBTCTAL ll5 98 9 6 0 0 
2104 00 SOCIAL kORK & HELPING SERVICES 
U.S.C. - CCLUMeIA 57 66 
-46-
[ u.s.o.e. PROGFlAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S TAXONOMY + lt\SllllllONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
2104 00 SOCIAL kORK £ HELPING SERVICES r 
BE"EOIC T COLLEGE 19 13 
CGlU~81A CCLLEGE 0 11 
ERSKINE COLLEGE ____ 2 ____ g ----- ---- --SUBTOTAL 24 30 57 66 0 0 
2104 01 SOCIAL kELFARE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 0 
2105 00 LA~ ENFORCEMENT ANO CORRECTIONS 
CENl~AL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 2 
2105 01 CRIMINAL JlSTICE 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 0 l 
r u.s.c. - COLU~BIA 12 35 0 
U.S.C. - SPjRTANBURG 0 
BAFTIST COLLEGE 4 13 
l BE NEC IC l COLLEGE 2 6 NE~BERRY COLLEGE ____ z ----- ----- ----- --SUBlCTAL 8 32 35 0 0 0 
( 
2105 02 CORRECTIONS 
U.S.C. - CCLU~BIA 0 15 
l 
2105 03 COl'Pl SESSIONS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 2 l 
2105 04 CRIMINAL JlSTICE EDUCATION 
U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 0 3 
-47-
u.s.o. e. P~GGRAM ~AMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + HISTITLTICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
2105 05 JUVENILE SERVICES 
u.~.c. - COLUMBIA 0 4 
2105 06 LAt'I ENFORCEfi!ENT 
U.S.C. - CCLU~BIA 0 18 
2105 07 PLANNING 6 RESEARCH 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 4 
2199 00 GOVERNMENT t PUBLIC SERVICE 
Wl~THRCP COLLEGE 0 
TOTAL PUBLIC AfFjlRS AND SERVICES 147 162 145 149 0 0 
2201 00 SOCIAL SCIENCES, GENERAL 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 0 1 
U.5.C. - COLUMBIA 16 6 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 6 2 
CENTRAL WESLEYAN COLLEGE 3 l 
CLAFLIN COL LEGE 39 46 
COl<ER COLLE <E 14 9 
LI~E5TONE COLLEGE 6 3 
MOPRIS COLLEGE 0 0 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 8 4 
SCllhER~ METHCDIST COLLEGE 0 
VOOR .. EES COLLEGE ____ {a ____ J ----- -----SUBTOTAL 82 69 16 6 0 0 
2202 00 A~THRCPCLOGY 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 0 
-48-
u.s.o.e. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
f TAXONOMY • INST I Tl'T IONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
2202 00 ANlHROPOLOGY r 
u.s.c. - COLU~BIA ---1~ ___ lQ ---- ---- --SUBTOTAL 15 10 0 0 0 0 
2203 00 CONSER~jlJON ARCHEOLOGY 
( U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 0 
2204 00 ECOhCMICS l CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 16 25 1 6 COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN 1 4 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 1 4 
( U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 8 7 3 4 3 7 Wl~THROP COLLEGE 3 4 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 0 0 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 8 5 [ CON~ERSE COLLEGE 2 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 0 0 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 0 0 
I NEhBERRY COLLEGE 1 1 PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 0 0 
lilOFFORO COLLEGE ___ 3z ---~l ----- -----SUBTOTAL 81 103 10 10 3 1 ( 
2205 00 HISTCRY 
Tt<E CITADEL 30 37 0 16 ( CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 33 35 l 2 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN 16 17 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 16 18 
l LA"OER COLLEGE 12 4 S.C. SlATE COLLEGE 12 13 
U.S.C. - COLlMBIA 98 69 16 12 3 1 
U.S.C. - Alt<EI\ 0 8 
-49-
u.s.o.e. PROG'4AM t\AME S BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S• 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXGNOMY -+ H.SllllTICt\S PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
2205 00 HISTCR" 
U.S.C. - CCASTAL CAROLit\A 5 3 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 6 9 
Wlt\THROP COLLEGE 23 26 5 14 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 3 l 
BAPllSl COLLEGE 14 11 
BE~EOICT COLLEGE 3 2 
BOB JCt\ES UNIVERSITY 14 18 
CENTRAL ~ESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 1 
COKER COLLEGE l 2 
COLLJIIB IA CC LL EGE 1 l 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 6 5 
f.RSKINE COLLEGE 14 9 
FUP.,AN UNIVERSITY 24 34 
LIJIIESTC~E CCLLEGE 3 2 
MORRIS COLLEGE 0 6 
NeweERRY COLLEGE 3 13 
PRESBYTERI~N COLLEGE 9 8 
SOllHEPN MElHOOIST COLLEGE 0 0 
VOOPt-!EES COLLEGE 5 10 
WOFFORC COLLEGE ___ lJ ___ la ----- ----- --SUBTOTAL 370 380 22 44 3 7 
2205 01 APPLIED HISTCRY 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 1 0 
220t: 00 GECGfUPH\' 
FR~NCIS MARION COLLEGE 0 0 
U.S.C. - CCLUMBIA ____ g ---12 ____ ,2 
____ ,a ---- ----Sl.BlCTAL 6 15 9 8 0 0 
2207 01 POLITICIL SCIENCE & GOVERNMENT 
T1-1E CITADEL 29 49 
-50-
u.s.o.e. PROGRAM NAMES BAC CAL AUREATE MASTER'S + 1ST DOC TOR ' S r TA XCNOMY • !"HITUTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
197 7 19 7 8 1977 1978 1977 1 978 
22C7 01 POLilICAL SCIENCE£ GOVERNMENT r 
CLE~SON UNIVERSITY 61 44 
COLLEGE CF CHARLESTCN 27 27 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 26 28 
LANDER COLLEGE 0 1 
S.C. STATE COLLEGE 12 9 
r U.S.C . - COLU~BIA 101 101 4 5 0 2 l: • S. C • - A I KEN 0 1 
U.S.C. - COASTAL CAROLINA 5 10 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 6 7 
r Wl"lHRCP CCLLEGE 11 2 BAPTIST COLLEGE 15 12 
BENEDICT COLLEGE 8 6 
COKER COLLEGE 5 0 
CO~VERSE COLLEGE 2 6 
FUPMAN lNIVERSITY 45 61 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 22 6 
r PRESBVTERiiN COLLEGE 12 5 
WOFFORD COLLEGE ___ zz ---12 ---- -----SUBTOTAL 409 394 4 5 0 2 
( 
2207 02 GO\ERNMENT t INTERNATIONAL STUDIES 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 2 0 l 
2208 00 SOCICLOGY 
r 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 20 27 
COLLEGE CF CHARLESTCN 26 23 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 43 42 
LANDER COLLEGE 11 12 
l S.C. STATE COLLEGE 48 22 U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 57 72 3 2 
WINl~ROP COLLEGE 25 18 
ALLEN UNIVERSITY 17 10 l 
-51-
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + I~STillTICNS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
2208 00 SOC IOLCGY 
BAPltSl COLLEGE 24 23 
8ENECICT COLLEGE 12 17 
COl<EA CCLLEGE 5 l 
. I COLUMBIA COLLEGE 9 1 
CONVERSE COLLEGE 8 5 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 11 19 
LIMESTONE COLLEGE 1 4 
NEWBERRY COLLEGE 7 9 
PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 4 5 
VOORHEES COLLEGE 21 47 
W0FFGR0 COLLEGE ___ JQ ___ zJ ---- ----- ---S.lBTOTAL 379 380 3 2 0 0 
2210 00 INTERNATIONAL RELATICNS 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 32 42 7 11 0 0 
NE~BERR~ COLLEGE ----1 
____ Q ----- ----- -- --s1.;eTOTAL 33 42 7 11 0 0 
2211 00 AFP0-AMERICAN STUDIES 
U.S.C. - COLUMBIA 1 l 
2214 00 URBAt\ STlJDIES 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTCN 8 15 
FURMAN UNI~ERSlTY ----2 
____ !;t ----- -----SUBTOTAL 13 21 0 0 0 0 
2 2C:,9 03 SOCIOLOGY-CRJ~INAL JUSTICE 
NE~BERRY CCLLEGE 3 
TOTAL SOCIAL SCIENCES 1395 1418 74 86 6 16 
r 
-52-
u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • I~SllllTIC~S PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
2301 00 THEOLOGICAL PROFESSIONS, GENERAL 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 18 11 3 2 
CENTRAL ~ESLEYAN COLLEGE 5 4 
COLL~BI~ BIBLE CCLLEGE 0 0 4 5 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 5 10 
LUT~ERAN THEOLOGICAL SEMINARY 27 34 3 
f MCRRIS COLLEGE 9 
SOLT~ER~ METHCOIST COLLEGE ____ Q ____ Q ---- -----sueTOTAL 5 4 54 69 3 5 
2302 00 RELIGICLS follSIC 
~OB JONES UNIVERSITY 13 11 5 5 
CENTRAL ~ESLEYAN COLLEGE 0 0 
COLLMBIA CCLLEGE 0 0 
CCN\EPSE COLLEGE 0 0 0 0 
FUR~AN lNl~ERSITY 8 0 
NEhBERRY COLLEGE ____ Q ----1 ----- -----Sl!BTOTAL 21 12 5 5 0 0 
2304 00 RELIGICLS ECU(jTION I 
CENTRAL ~ESLEYAN COLLEGE 4 6 
COLLMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE 116 98 I ERSKINE COLLEGE 0 5 
FURMAN LNI\ERSITY 0 
SOLlHER~ METHCOIST COLLEGE ____ Q ____ 1 ----- ----- --SlBTCTAL 120 110 0 0 0 0 
23CJCJ 01 eteLE 
BOB JONES lNIVERSITY 155 149 16 12 3 
CENTPAL kESLEYAN COLLEGE 13 11 
COLUMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE 0 0 12 6 
ERSl<INE COLLEGE 0 
-53-
u.s.o.e. PROG~AM ~AMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY • I~ Sllll-TIC~S PROFESS IONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
2399 01 BIBLE 
SOllfERN METHODIST COL LEGE ____ .Q 
____ l ---- ---- --SUBlCTAL 168 161 28 18 0 3 
2399 02 CHLRCH ADMINISTRATI CN 
BOB JONES lNIVE RSIT Y 16 27 3 1 1 1 
SCl:THER~ METHOD I ST COLL EGE ----- ____ Q ---- ----SUBTOTAL 16 27 3 1 1 1 
2399 03 PASTORAL STUDIES 
~oe JONES LNIVERSITY 5 3 7 10 
23<J9 04 CHURCH MISSIONS 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 10 11 
CEN1PAL ~EiLEYAN .CbLLEGE 0 0 
SOlTHERN METHCDIST COLLEGE ____ .Q 
____ g ---- ----SUBTOTAL 10 11 0 0 0 0 
239<; 05 MEDICAL MISSIONS 
BOB JONES tNI VERSITY 10 16 
2399 06 CHURCH HISTORY 
808 JONES UNIVERSITY l 1 l 0 
TOTAL THEOLOGY 355 344 98 104 5 9 
4901 00 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
Tt-:E CITADEL l 0 
r 
-54-
{ u.s . o.E. PROGRAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR• S 
TAXONOMY + IJ\SllllTIONS PROFE SSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
{ 
4901 00 GENERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE l 5 
u.~.c. - COLUMBIA 225 193 
u.s.c. - Ail<Efl. 10 11 
U.S.C. - CCASTAL CAROLINA 19 29 
~.s.c. - SPARTANBURG 73 68 { eAPTIST COLLEGE 0 2 
FURMAN UNIVERSITY 14 0 
LI,ESTONE COLLEGE 9 9 
{ MORR JS COLL EGE 11 8 WOFFCRO COLLEGE ---l __ .;__~ ----- ----- -- --SUBTOTAL 364 325 0 0 0 0 
4902 00 BIOLOGICAL£ PHYSICAL SCIENCES l 
THE CITADEL 0 0 
{ COKER COLLEGE 5 0 COLUMB U COLLEGE 3 15 
CCNVERSE CCLLEGE 4 1 
ER5KINE COLLEGE ____ ,Z ____ o --- --- -- l SlBTOTAL 14 22 0 0 0 0 
4903 01 HUMANITIES t SOCIAL SCIENCES l "OFFORO CCLLEGE 0 0 
4903 02 HUMANllIES t BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 17 14 
CCNVERSE COLLEGE 6 3 
LI~ESTCNE COLLEGE 0 0 l WCFFQFlC COLLEGE ____ !t ----l ----- ----- --Sl:elGTAL 27 18 0 0 0 0 
4903 03 SOCIAL STUDIES 
MORRIS COLLEGE 8 17 
-55-
u.s.o.e. PROGfcAM NAMES BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
TAXONOMY + H,SllllTIONS PROFESSIONAL 
1977 1978 1977 1978 1977 1978 
4999 01 SCIENCE t MATHEMATICS 
Lt~E5lCNE CCLLEGE 0 0 
4999 02 INOI\ICLALIZEC CURRICUL~M PROGRAM 
FUPMAN UNt~ERSITY 14 
TOTAL INTEPOISCIPLINARY STUDIES 413 396 0 0 0 0 
r 
-56-
BACCALAUREATE MASTER'S+ 1ST DOCTOR'S 
J PROFESSIONAL 
DEGREES A"~RCEO ev INSTITUTION 1977 1978 1977 t<H8 1977 l 978 
TtiE CIT ACEL 372 395 276 256 0 0 r 
CLE~~CN lNIVERSITY 1680 1704 71Q 678 35 31 
COLLEGE CF CHARLESTON 439 541 64 50 0 0 
FRANCIS MA~ION COLLEGE 297 303 76 95 0 0 
LA"OER COLLEGE 263 242 0 0 0 0 
MECICAL UNIVERSITY GF S.C. 164 198 209 220 4 9 
r S.C. STATE COLLEGE 481 534 265 198 0 0 U.S.C. - COLU~BIA 2947 2820 2082 1911 130 149 
U.S.C. - Ail<EN 44 90 0 0 0 0 
U.S.C. - CCASTAL CA~OLI~A 135 155 0 0 0 I) { L.s.c. - SPARTANBURG 202 224 0 0 0 0 
'-INlHROP COLLEGE 560 466 401) 373 0 0 
~LLE~ l~IVERSllY 79 51 0 0 0 0 
f BAPTIST COLLEGE 308 304 0 0 0 0 BE~ECICT COLLEGE 234 269 0 0 0 0 
BCB JC~ES UNI~ERSITY 634 662 86 84 5 6 
CE~TRAl kESLEYAN COLLEGE 85 84 0 0 0 0 { CLAFLIN COLLEGE 148 178 0 0 0 0 
COKER COLLEGE 145 95 0 0 0 0 
COLLMBIA BIBLE COLLEGE 116 98 16 11 0 0 
t CCLU~BIA COLLEGE 172 181 0 0 0 0 cc~~ERSE COLLEGE 148 163 50 48 0 0 
ERSKINE COLLEGE 151 128 5 10 0 0 
FUPMAN UNIVERSITY 454 480 94 97 0 0 
LIMESTONE CCLLEGE 109 157 0 0 0 I) 
Lll~ERAN THEOLOGICAL SE~INARY 0 0 27 34 0 3 
MO~RIS COLLEGE 63 93 0 9 I) 0 
1 NE~BERRY COLLEGE 193 150 I) 0 0 0 PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE 177 151 0 0 0 0 
SClTHERN METHCOIST COLLEGE 0 2 0 0 0 0 
~OCRHEES COLLEGE 163 198 0 0 0 0 l '-OFFORC COLLEGE __ zca --Zl.O ____ ,a ___ .Q Q .0 








5001 00 BU5INESS & COMMERCE, GENERAL 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY 
SO~THERN METHCOIST COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
lJ.S.C. - Ut\ION 
FRIENDSHIP JR. COLLEGE 
NOPTH GREEt\VILLE COLLEGE 
Al~E~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
~ORRV-GEORGETChN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIOLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBlRG-CALHCUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIECMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPjRlANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
WILLIAMSBURG TEC. voe. t ADULT ED. CTR. 
YORICCOU"11-'t TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL -
5001 01 COMMERCIAL SCIENCE 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 
lJ.s.c. - UNION 
SUBTOTAL 
5002 00 ACCOlNlJNG 
AIKEN lECHNICAL COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER 
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{ u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NjMES CERTIFICATE ASSOCIATE TAXONOMY • INSTillTIONS 1977 1978 1977 t«H8 
5002 00 ACCClNTl~G { 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 8 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 20 15 
HICLANCS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 61 66 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 12 8 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 18 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 12 26 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 17 15 
TRI-CC~NTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 12 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 82 51 
I YOf-K COliNT, TECHNICAL CCL LEGE ----- ----- -~ __ 2.Q SUBTOTAL 0 0 235 247 
5003 00 BA~KING 6 FINANCE { 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 -
MICLANCS TECHNICAL CGLLEGE 11 
I ORANGEBURG-CALHCUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 0 0 SU~TER AREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ------- ___ .Q Q SUBTOTAL I) 0 11 
5004 01 RETAIL MANAGEMENT l 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 53 68 
{ 
5004 02 HARl<ETING 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 1 3 
l FLCPENCE-OARLl~GTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 60 45 GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 31 13 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 29 49 
ORANGEBLRG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 18 10 l PIEOMC~T TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 11 
SPARTANeURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 10 13 





u.s.o.E. PRCGRAM N.AMES CERTIFICATE ASSOCI AT E 
TAXONOMY + l"SllTl.TICNS 1977 l <H8 1977 1978 
5004 02 MARKEllNG 
TRI-CCLNl Y lECHNICAL COLLEGE 21 34 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ----- _z-5 _ _iz s ueTCTAL 0 0 2 16 208 
5004 03 MA"AGEMENT 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 17 
C~ ESTERFIE LO-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
GREENVILL E TECHNICAL COLLEGE 3 36 
MICLANCS TEC HN ICAL COLLEGE 101 122 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICA L CCLLEGE 19 20 
SCMlER AREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 24 25 
T,RI-CCliNlY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 22 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ----- _l.QZ - ~ Sl.'BTOTAL 0 0 262 291 
5004 04 INDLSTRIAL MANAGEME"T 
CHESTERFIELC-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 5 
FLCRENCE-DJRLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 3 
MICLANO~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 3 2 
PIEDMONT TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 13 21 
SPARlANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 18 13 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 0 4 
VORK CCLNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ---- -~ --l SUBTOTAL 0 0 38 55 
5004 05 MANAGEMENT TRAINING 
FRIENDSHIP JR. COLLEGE 58 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 0 
MtCLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ----- .. _fl - ~ Sl:BTOTAL 0 0 77 0 
5004 06 REAL ESTATE MANAGEMENT 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 3 3 
-60-
u.s.o.e. P~OGRAM NAMES CERTIFICATE ASSOC I ATE 
r TAXONOMY + lNSTITtTICNS 1977 1978 1977 1978 
500~ 07 MEOlCAL UNIT ~ANAGE~ENT ( 
MICLANOS TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 0 1 
5004 08 INSURANCE MANAGEMENT { 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 
5005 01 SECRETjRIAL TECH~OLCGY l 
LAt\DER COLLEGE 7 0 
WI NlHROP COLLEGE 7 8 
r VOORHEES COLLEGE l 0 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 43 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 12 15 
l U.S.C. - UNION 3 5 ANDERSON COLLEGE ----l __ ,6 l~ -- 18 SUBTOTAL 1 6 92 46 
5005 02 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
( 
U.5.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 54 
{ AIKE~ TECHNICjL COLLEGE 13 13 BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 9 14 
CHESlERFIELO-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 4 3 
DENMARK TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 6 0 I FLORENCE-D-RLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 31 26 GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 25 17 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 7 19 
f 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 70 71 
ORANGEBURG-CALHCUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 16 18 
PlEOMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 25 23 
SPARlANfURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 7 4 
{ SUMTeR jRe, TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 11 
TRI-COUNlY lECHNICAL COLLEGE 25 38 12 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 113 43 
( 
{ 
u.s.o.e. PROGRAM NA"1ES -61- CERTIFICATE ASSOCIATE 
TAXONOMY + INSlITlTICNS 1977 1978 1977 1978 
5005 02 SECRETARIAL SCIENCE 
klllIA~SBURG TEC. voe. & ADULT ED. CTR. ----- ----- _ _Q _a SUBTOTAL 0 25 370 328 
5005 03 TECHNICAL SECRETARY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 17 4 
CHESTERFIELO-MARLBORC TECHNICAL COLLEGE 12 4 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 22 9 
SPARTANBLRG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 19 10 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 24 6 
YORK COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ___ 11 ___ sz 
SUBTOTAL 165 85 0 0 
5005 04 CLERICAL ASSISTANT 
ORANGEB~RG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 18 20 
5005 05 GENEFIAL OFFICE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 22 9 
DENMARK TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER 12 13 
~ORRY-GEORGETChN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 30 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 69 57 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 16 19 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 35 50 
TRI-COLNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 20 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 11 16 
WILLIAMSBUFIG TEC. VCC. & ADULT ED. CTR. 18 11 
YORK COl:NTY TECHNICAL C CLLEGE ___ J.t, ___ u 
~ .. -- ---SUBTOTAL 219 243 TllT:J 0 0 
5005 07 ~ARD CLERK SECRETARY 








BEftUFORl TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 
OE~MARK TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 
hllLIA~SBURG TEC. VCC. & ADULT ED. CTR. 
SLBTOTAL 
5006 02 BARBERING 
DENMARK lEC~NICAL EDUCATION CENTER 
5008 01 RAOIC & l ~ B~CAOCASTING 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5008 02 BROADCAST ENGl~EERl~G TECHNOLOGY 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5009 00 PRI~TING 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5010 01 HOTEL & RESTAURANT ~ANAGEMENT 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STLOIES 
5010 02 HOTEL, MCTEL, & RESTAURANT MANAGEMENT 
BEjUfORl TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 
HCRR~-GECRGETCkN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5010 03 HOlEL-MCTEL CLERK 













































u.s.o.e. PROGRAM NAMES CERTIFICATE ASSOCIATE 
TAXONOMY + INS1Ill!TIONS 1977 1978 1977 1978 
5010 04 INSTITlllONAL ADMINISTRATION 
u.s.c. - GENERAL STlDIES 13 
5011 01 TRANSPORTATION MANAGEME~T 
FLOPENCE-DARLINGTO~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 1 
SPARTANBLRG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ---- _ _J - ll SUBTOTAL 0 0 13 20 
f 
! 5011 02 TRUCK DRl VER 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 135 0 
5012 00 COMMERCIAL GRAPHICS 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 37 16 
5099 01 BUSINESS EOLCATION 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 0 0 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 0 0 
U.S.C. - Uf\IC" 0 0 
SPAR1AN8URG METHODIST CCLLEGE ----- ----- _l!l 11 SUBTOTAL 0 0 10 17 
5099 02 OFFICE AOMINISTRATICN 
SOllHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 0 0 
509q 03 BUSINESS AOMl~ISTRATION 
SOCTHERN METHODIST COLLEGE 0 0 
5099 04 FASHION ME~CH,NDISI"G 
WI ~THROP COlLEGE 5 6 
-64-
r u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES CERTIFICATE ASSOCIATE 
TAXONOMY + I~STITl/TICNS 1977 1978 1977 1978 
5099 04 fASHlON MERCHANOISI~G f 
ANOEPSON COLLEGE 27 32 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 11 l FLCRENCE-O~RLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 14 0 PIEC~O~T TECHNICAL COLLEGE ____ .Q ____ g --SUBTOTAL 16 11 32 38 
( 
5099 05 SlPERVISORY MANAGEMENT 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST CCLLEGE 17 10 10 14 r 
5099 06 IN1Ei.IOR DESIGN 
.. INTHROP COLLEGE 3 l { 
TOTAL BUSINESS ANO COMERCE TECHNOLOGIES 650 650 1876 1729 
{ 
5101 00 CATA PROCESSING 
FLOPENCE-OARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 10 { GREE~VILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 29 0 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
ORANGEB~RG-CALHCUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
{ SP~RlANeURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 14 0 
TRIDENT TEC•NICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
YORK CCUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ---- g -~ SUBTOTAL 0 0 51 10 { 
5101 02 CATA PROCESSI~G ASSISTA~T 
{ TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 18 0 






5103 00 COMPLTER PRCGRAMMING 
MICLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARlANeURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
YCRK CCUNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5104 00 OAlA PROCESSING MACHINE OPERATOR 
HORRY-GEORGETO~N TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
YORK CCUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SLBTOTAL 
TOTAL CATA PROCESSING TECHNOLOGIES 
5201 07 MEOICATIGN TECHNOLCGY 
PIECMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5202 01 DENTAL ASSISTING 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
5202 02 OE~lAL ASSISTANT 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MlOLANOS TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5203 00 OE~TAL hYGIENE 














































r u.s.o.e. PROGRAM t<iAMES CERTIFICATE ASSOC I ATE TAXONOMY • IN S l I T LT IC NS 1977 1978 1977 1q79 
5203 00 CE~TAL 1-!YGIENE r 
GREEN\ILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 20 18 
MIOLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ---- -~ -- 11 l sueTOTAL 0 0 51 52 
5204 00 OENlAL LABORATORY TECHNCLOGY { GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 16 17 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ---- - l~ _..,li SUBTOTAL 0 0 31 31 
r 
5205 01 CERllFlEO LAe ASSISTANT 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 { s·PARTANBURG TECHNICAL C CLLEGE __ _Q ---- --SUSlOTAl 0 0 0 0 
5205 02 MECICAL LABORATCRY TECH"OLOGY { 
FLCRENCE-OARL INGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 15 12 
GREE"VILLE TECHNICAL COllEGE 10 15 l MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 14 17 ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 30 14 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 10 11 
I TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 12 q TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 26 8 
YORK COUNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ---- _ _l) _ _a sueTCTAl 0 0 125 94 
f 
5205 03 HISTCTECHNOLOGY 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 0 14 6 l 
5206 00 ANJ~AL ~EALTH TECHNCLOGV 
l TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 26 
-67-
u.s.o.e. PRCGRAM NAMES CERTIFICATE ASSOCIATE 
TAXONOMY + INSTITLTICNS 1977 1q1a 1977 1g1s 
52C7 00 RACIOLCGIC TECH"OLOGY 
FLORENCE-OARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 7 5 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 7 10 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 16 10 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 1 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 6 
SPARlANfURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 12 12 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 18 
YORK CO~NlY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ----- -11 _ ___,6 SlJBTO'TAL 0 0 68 74 
5208 01 NLRSING 
CLEMSON UNl~ERSITY 42 41 
L'A"OER CGLLEGE 26 29 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 54 45 
L.5.C. - COASTAL CAROLI~A 16 19 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 80 73 
t.s.c. - LANCASTER 10 7 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 26 44 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 33 · 51 
YOPK CGUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ----- __ ..1, • 11 SUBTOTAL 0 0 294 320 
5208 02 TECH"ICAL NURSING 
U.5.C. - COLUMBIA 191 117 
5208 03 NURSING EDLCATICN 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 41 69 
5209 01 PRACTICAL "URSING 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 16 17 
-68-
f u.s.o.E. PROGRAM NAMES CERTIFICATE ASSOCIATE TAXOt.iOMY + I ~STI T\iT ICNS 1977 1978 1977 1cH8 
5209 01 PRACTICAL NlRSING 
GREEN~ILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 49 23 
MICLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 45 26 
f ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 12 10 TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE ---2.6 ---22 --SUBTOTAL 168 118 0 0 
{ 
5209 02 NURSING ASSISTANT 
CHESTERFIELO-~ARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
r 
5211 00 SURGICAL TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 19 12 I 
GREE~VILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 19 17 l 
MICLANOS TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 7 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 3 8 
l SPjRTANBURG TECH~ICAL CCLLEGE 6 9 TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 6 
YO~K COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ___ _g -- --SUBTCTAL 53 53 0 0 I 
5212 01 OPlCMETRIC TECHNOLOGY 
I GREEhVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 32 21 
5212 02 OPHT~ALMIC TECHNOLOGY { TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 8 
5213 00 MEDICAL RECORDS TECHNOLOGY l BAPTIST COLLEGE 0 0 1 l 








5214 00 MEDICAL ASSISTANT TECHNCLOGY 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COlLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5215 00 RESPIRA10RY T~ERAPY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRlOENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
sueTOlAL 
5219 00 PH~SICAL THERAPY ASSISTANT 
~REENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
529~ 02 EXTRACORPOREAL CIRCULATCRY TECHNOLOGY 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TOTAL HEALTH SER~ICES ANO PARAMEDICAL TECH. 
5301 01 GE~ERAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-CARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREE~VILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
YORK COUNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5301 02 ENGl~EERING AID 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
-69-
















































f u.s.o.E. PRGGRAM NAMES CERTIFICATE ASSOCIATE TAXONOMY + l~SllTlTIONS 1977 1978 1977 1978 
53()1 03 GE~ERAL TECHNOLOGY r 
AIKEN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
BEj~fORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 9 22 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 9 
OENMARK TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 0 0 
FLCRENCE-OARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 5 0 
GREEN~ILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
f HORRY-fECRGETCWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
CRjNGE8lRG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
r I PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 3 4 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 0 2 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
l TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 0 0 WILLIAMSeURG TEC. voe. & ADULT ED. CTR. 0 0 
YORK COUNT, TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ----- _ _Q _ _J. SUBTCTAL 0 0 18 38 I 
5302 00 AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE TECHNOLOGY 
{ FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 4 4 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ----- _ _Q - Q SUBTOTAL 0 0 4 4 
5302 02 AVIATION TECHNOLOGY 
I 
FLORENCE-OlRLINGTON TEChNICAL COLLEGE 0 
{ 
5303 01 ENGI~EERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY 
CHESlERFIELD-~ARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 1 l DE~MARK TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 5 6 FLC~ENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 12 




PROGRAM I\A MES 
+ INSTITlTIC NS 
5303 01 ENGINEERING GRAPHICS TECHNOLOGY 
ORANGEBlRG-CALHOUN lECHI\ICAL COLLEGE 
PIED~CNT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
TRI-CO UNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YORK CO UNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SUBTOlAL 
5303 02 INOUSTR UL CRAFT ING 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETO~N TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIECMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL CGLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
-71-
WllllAMSeURG Tee. voe. t ADULT ED. CTR. 
YORK COUNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5304 00 ARCHITECTURAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5305 01 CHEMICAL TECHNOLCXiY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
5305 02 CHEMICAL ENGINEERII\G TECHNOLOGY 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
CERTIFI CATE 






















































u.s.o.e. PflOGflAH NAMES CERTIFICATE ASSOCIATE f TAXONOMY + l t.STITl:TIONS 1977 1978 1977 l q75 
5305 03 CHEMICAL LAB ASSISTANT r 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 5 
WILLIAMSBURG Tee. voe. & ADULT ED. CTR. 
____ .a ___ .Q --- ---SUBTClTAL 0 5 0 0 
5306 00 AU1CMOTJ~E ~ECHANIC l 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 4 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ___ J2 -- --
r SUBTOTAL 0 3q 0 0 
5306 01 AUTOMOTIVE TECHNOLOGY l CHESTERFIELt-~ARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 l 
YO~K COUNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ---- _zz -~ SUBTCTAL 0 0 22 30 
{ 
5306 02 ACTCMOTI'JE 
AI~EN lECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
{ : BEAUFORT TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER 11 5 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 
DENMARK TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER 33 15 
I : HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 11 24 MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 26 0 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 15 19 
SPARTANeURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 8 8 t: SU~TER ,REA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 4 11 YORK COUNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ____ _s ____ fl --SUBTOTAL ll9 88 0 0 
l 
5306 03 AUlC~OTIVE MECHANIC 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 46 23 
{ 
- 73-
u.s.o.E. PRCGRAM NiMES CERTIFICATE ASSOCIATE 
TAXONOMY • H,STITLTI ONS 1977 1978 1977 1978 
5306 03 AUTOMCTIVE ~ECHANIC 
MICLANOS TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 0 
ORANGEBlRG-CALHOUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 17 20 
SPARTANSURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 4 7 
TRI-CCUNTY TECH~ICAL COLLE GE 40 
TRIDENT TEC~NICAL CCLLEGE 0 0 
WILLIAMSBURG TEC. voe. & ADULT ED. CTR. ___ l.J ----l --SUBTOTAL 120 51 0 0 
\ 
I 5306 04 PC .. ER ~ECHANICS TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 32 22 
I 
5306 05 •lHO BOO't REPAIR 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 0 0 
OE~MARK TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER 2 2 
GREENVILLE TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 0 1 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 3 15 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 14 
TRI-COLNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 43 32 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 7 3 
klLLIAMSBURG TEC. VCC. & ADULT ED. CTR. ____ J ____ z ---- ---SUBTOT,.l 71 75 0 0 
5307 01 ALTO DIESEL MECHANIC 
FLORE~CE-OARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 21 33 
5307 02 DIESEL ECUIFME~T MECHANIC 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 10 11 
MICLANCS TEC~~ICAL COLLEGE 4 12 
CRANGEBLRG-CALHCUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE ___ 1.1 ---12 -- --SlJBTCTAl 25 38 0 0 
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5308 00 kELOING l 
AIKE~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 3 2 
BEALFORl TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 3 5 
CHESlERFIELC-~ARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 5 2 
OE~~ARK TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER 8 4 
FLCRENCE-DARLINGTON TEC~NICAL COLLEGE 8 14 
GREE~VILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 11 12 { HORRY-GECRGETO~N TECHNICAL COLLEGE 20 9 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 26 31 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 8 15 
f PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 47 26 SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 24 44 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 15 1 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 46 12 l fRIOENT TECHNlCAL COLLEGE 38 16 
WILLIAMSBURG TEC. voe. £ ADULT ED. CTR. 5 0 
YORK COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ___ z-5 ___ JJ 
l SUBTOTAL 292 232 0 0 
5309 01 CIVIL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
l FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 1 GREEN~ILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 15 8 
HORRY-GECRGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 5 
MICLANCS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 6 l SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 4 
SU~lER AREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 1 3 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 4 
t TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 21 10 WILLIAMSBURG TEC. voe. 6 ADULT ED. CTR. 3 0 
YORK CCUNT~ TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ----- 2 4 SUBTOTAL 0 0 88 51 t 
5309 02 CIVIL E~GINEERING TECHNCLOGY (SURVEYINGJ 








5309 02 CI\IL ENGINEERING TECHNCLOGY (SURVEYING) 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
sueTOlAL 
5310 01 ELECTRC~ICS ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CHESTERFIELO-MARLBORC TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
OE~MARK TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 
FLO~ENCE-OARLINGTON TEC~NICAL COLLEGE 
GREE~VILLE TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 
MICLANOS TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 
~PARlANE~RG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIOENl TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
YCRK COUNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SLBTCTAL 
5310 02 ELEClRGNICS TECHNOLCGY 
SPARlANBLRG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
5310 03 RADIC ET V ELECTRC~ICS 
DEN~ARK TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENT~R 
fLORENCE-OARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HCRR,-GEORGETOkN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
PIEDMONT TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 
hlllIA~SBURG lEC. VCC. & ADULT ED. CTR. 
SLBTOTAL 
5310 04 RAOIC £TV REPAIR 
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5310 04 RADIC t T ~ REPAIR r TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE ___ l.Q ___ 1, -- --SUBTOTAL 10 12 0 0 
5310 05 SE~ING MACHINE REPAIR 
DENMARK TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 7 3 
{ 
5310 06 ELEClRICAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
l MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 20 14 TRJOENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- --- _,!t2 _..2J. SUBTOTAL 0 0 62 35 
5310 07 IIIAlCHMAKING I 
ORANGE8lRG-CALHOUN TECH"ICAL COLLEGE 13 8 
I 
5311 00 ELECTRO-MECHANICAL ENGINEERING TECH. 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 8 
l 
5312 01 INOlSTRIAL ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY 
AIKE" TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 I I FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 3 l 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 5 10 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 0 
I ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECH"lCAL COLLEGE 2 0 PIEOMONl TECHNICAL COLLEGE 10 8 
TRI-COUNTY lECHNICAL COLLEGE 23 10 
YORK COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ----- _li 9 { SUBTOTAL 0 0 58 38 
5312 02 MACHINE TOOL TECHNOLOGY { CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 4 2 
{ 
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5312 02 MACHINE lOOL TECHNOLOGY 
FlCRENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 11 
GREEN~lLLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 19 4 
MICLANO~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 19 
TRI-CO UNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ____ !2 __ J..tl ---2 SUBTOlAL 0 5 57 45 
5312 03 MAINTENANCE MECHANICS 
Al~E~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 15 9 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 18 0 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ___ JI --S.IJBTOTAL 33 40 0 0 
5312 04 MACHINE TOOL 
AI~EN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 10 5 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 0 0 
CHESTERFIELO-,ARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 2 
DENMARK TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 3 4 
FLCRENCE-OARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 5 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 4 
HORRY-GEORGETOWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 7 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 1 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 0 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 5 17 
SUMTER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 16 4 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 5 0 
TRIDENT TEC~NICAL COLLEGE 15 4 
hllllAMSBURG TEC. VCC. 6 ADULT ED. CTR. 2 2 
YORK COUNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ___ ,2.3 
___ n 
-- --SlBTOTAL 10 5 76 0 0 
5312 05 TOOL t OIE MAKING 
ORANGEBlRG-CALHOUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 11 11 
1: 
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5312 05 lOCL 6 OIE MAKING 
PIEO~ONl TECHNICAL COLLEGE 21 9 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 0 8 
l SU~TER AREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 2 1 TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 1 0 
YORK CC~NTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ___ .11 ___ ,B --- --SUBTOTAL 52 43 0 0 
f 
5312 06 INOLSTRIAL LAS ASSISTANT 
ORANGEBLRG-CALHOUN lECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 f: 
5312 07 INDL5TRIAL ELECTRICITY 
I. Al~EN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 16 11 EEALFORl TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 18 4 
C~ESTERFIELO-MARLBCRO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 4 0 
DEN~ARK TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 7 2 L GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 31 17 
HORRY-GECRGETOkN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
~ICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 15 18 r: CRANGEBLRG-CALHOUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 17 19 TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 17 18 
WILLIAMSBLRG TEC. VCC. t: ADULT ED. CTR. 0 3 
YORK CCLNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
____ ] ___ .lJ -- -- I Sl.fHOTAL 132 105 0 0 
5312 08 R. C. I. ELECTRICITY I HORR,-GECRGETCWN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 10 5 
5312 09 INOLSTRIAL ELECTRONICS f C~ESlERFIELO-~ARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
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5312 09 INOLSTRIAL ELECTRONICS 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 16 
PIEOMONT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 17 17 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 0 0 
SU~lER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 4 
TRI-COUNlY TECHNICAL COlLEGE ___ z.1 ___ ,Z!t -- ---SUBlOTAl 72 90 0 0 
5312 10 PIPEFITTING 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
PIEOMCNT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 17 9 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE ____ .Q ____ .Q --SUBTOTAL 17 9 0 0 
5312 11 BOILERJ,1,AKEP 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN TECHM CAL COLL EGE 10 8 
5313 01 TE)TILE MANAGEMENT 
AIKE~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 5 1 
CHESTERFIELD-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 2 3 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 11 4 
PIEO~ONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 5 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 0 0 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- --- _zz _ _.z.z SUBTCTAL 0 0 53 35 
5313 02 MANAGEMENT TRAINING: DYEING & FINISHING 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 0 0 
! 
5314 00 ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTATION 
OfUNGEBURG-CALHOUN TECH NI CAL COLLEGE 8 5 
I 
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5315 00 MECt\ANICAL ENGINEER ING TECHNOLOGY 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 5 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 9 
CR.tNGEB\JRG-CALHOUN TECHMCAL COLLEGE 6 6 
SPj~TANEURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 10 4 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 37 11 
YORK COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ----- _ _l _ _g l SUBTOTAL 0 0 76 35 
5316 01 NllCLEAR ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY f : AIKE~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 4 
OEt\MARK TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER 5 5 
FLORENCE-DiRLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 13 (, MICllNOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 3 
TRI-CCUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 26 14 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ----- __ _l2 ---1 l SUBTOTAL 0 0 55 46 
5317 01 B~ILOING CONSTRUCTICN TECHNOLOGY t: BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 3 1 GREE~VILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 5 
MIDLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ----- __ _a _ _g l : SliB101Al 0 0 11 6 
5317 02 CCNSTRUCTIC~ ~ANAGE~ENT I I PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 11 15 
5317 03 CLl"ATE CONlRCL TECHNOLCGY l : CHESlERFIELC-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 4 5 
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5317 04 AIR CONCITIONING-REFRIGERATION 
AIKEN TECHNICAL COllEGE 0 
eEAUFORT TECHNICAL EOUC.4TION CENTER 17 5 
CHE5TERFIELC-~ARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
OE~~ARK lECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER 2 l 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 24 25 
GREE~VIllE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 17 27 
HORRY-GEORGETOhN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 13 
MICLANOS TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 30 
ORA~GEBL'RG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 
PIEDMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 18 12 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 17 30 
SU~lER AREA TECHNIC.4L CCLLEGE 2 5 
T,R I-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 12 
lRICENl TEC~NICAL COLLEGE 44 
WILLIAMSBURG lEC. voe. & ADULT ED. CTR. 1 
YORK COUNT~ TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ___ lj ___ ,1,2 --SLBTOTAL 133 233 0 0 
5317 05 REfRIGERATICN 
BEAL'FORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 0 
CHESlERF I ELO-MARLBOPC TECHNICAL COLL EGE 0 
FLORENCE-OJPL INGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 10 
GREE~VILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 23 
ORANGEBURG-CALHOUN lECHNICAL COLLEGE 7 
SPARTANBURG TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAt COLLEGE 3 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 64 
WILLIAMSBURG TEC. vcc. & ADULT ED. CTR. 3 
YORK COUNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ____ 1 ----- --- -- -St:eTOT.ll 117 0 0 0 
5317 06 CARPENTRY 
BEAOFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 18 10 
j1 
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5317 06 CARPENTIW f 1 
oe~~ARK TECHNICAL EOUCATION CENTER 6 5 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAt COLLEGE 0 15 
MtCLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 12 25 
WILLIA~SBURG TEC. voe. t ADULT ED. CTR. ----2 ---1 --sue1ctAL 38 56 0 0 
f 
5317 07 CAflNET "4AKING 
GREEN\JILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
J ! TRI-CCUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE ___ z1 ---22 --- --SUBlQTAL 21 25 0 0 
5317 08 MA~C~R'1 l I 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 2 0 
OEN~ARK TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER l 6 
GREE~\JILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 2 
MIOLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 5 15 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 13 14 
klllIAMSBURG TEC. VCC. t ADULT ED. CTR. ____ J. ___ _l) -- - - l SUBTOTAL 22 37 0 0 
5317 09 PLlMBING I I GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 4 
SPARTANBURG TECHNIC~L CCLLEGE 
____ jl ___ _g --S~BTCTAL 0 4 0 0 
5317 10 PLUMBING 6 PIPEFITTING 
I DENMARK TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER 4 3 WILLIAMSBURG TEC. voe. 6 ADULT ED. CTR. ____ j ____ g ----SUBTOlAL 9 3 0 0 
5317 11 METAL FABRICATION 
I , 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 4 7 
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5317 12 ELEC1RICAL INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE 
SLMlER AREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 9 11 
5317 13 HEA\~ EtLIP~ENT OPERATOR 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 14 9 
MICLANOS TECH~ICAL COLLEGE ---1 
___ 1.0 -- -----SLBlCTAL 21 19 0 0 
5399 03 SAFETY ANO HEALTH E~GINEERING TECH. 
MICLANOS TECH~ICAL CCLLEGE 6 12 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ----- _ _Q --Sl:BlCTAL 0 0 6 12 
539q 04 INOLSTRIAL SAFETY ANO HEALTH MGT. TECH. 
CHESlERFIELO-f'ARLBORC TECHNICAL COLL EGE 15 3 
TOTAL MECHlNICAL AND ENGI~EERING TECHNOLOGY 1642 1642 860 706 
5402 01 ~CRllClLlURAL TECHNCLOG~ 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 8 16 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ----- _22. _-ZQ SUBTCTAL 0 0 60 36 
5402 02 HCRllClLTURE (POMOLCGY) 
SPAPlANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 14 10 
5402 03 AG. C~Ef'ICAL £ f'ECHANIZATION TECHNOLOGY 
SL~TER AREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 2 10 
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5402 04 AGRGt-lCMY r FLORENCE-OARLINGlON TECt•NICAL COLLEGE 9 8 
5402 05 ANl~Al t PLANT SCIEf\CE r 
• R,NGEBLRG-CALHOUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 10 12 
5402 06 A~Hfi'AL SCIENCE 
{ 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 6 0 
r I 
5402 07 DAIRY SCIENCE -
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 I I 
5402 08 POl;LTRY SCIENCE 
TRI-COUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 I : 
5402 09 HOP TIC UL TUR E 
I MICL~NOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 
5402 10 FAR~ ~ACHINERY TECHf\ICIAN I I CHESTERflElO-MARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
SUMTER iREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ___ .!t ____ 1 -- --SUBlCTAL 4 1 0 0 
t I 
5403 00 FORESTRY 
HORR,-GEORGETCkN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 26 22 
l 
5404 00 FOOD SERVICE MANAGE~ENT 
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5404 00 FOCO SER~ICE ~ANAGE~ENT 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER 0 0 
OEl\~ARK TEC~NICAL ECUCAlION CENTER 5 7 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE ----- ----- _ _Jl SLBTClAL 5 7 0 0 
5405 01 COfl'fl'ERCIAL SEMING 
OE~~ARK TECHNICAL ECUCATION CENTER 13 11 
~ILLIAMSBURG lEC. VCC. & ADULT ED. CTR. 
____ .!t 
----l ---sueTOlAL 17 18 0 0 
5405 02 INOlSTRIAL SE~ING 
~IlltAMSBURG Tee. voe. & ADULT ED. CTR. 11 2 
5405 03 TAJLCRING 
DEI\MARK TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 20 15 
5405 04 SHCE REPAIR 
DENMARK TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 0 1 
5406 co CCfl'MERCIJL FISHING 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 0 0 
54G8 01 EN\1~O1\MENTAL EI\GINEERII\G TECHNOLOGY 
SUfl'TER jREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 3 q 
5408 02 kATER £ WASTEkATER ENGR. TECHNOLOGY 
FLORENCE-O~RLII\GTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
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54C8 03 WASlE"AlER TECHNOLOGY r 
GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 1 4 
5499 01 DIET Tt-ERAPY f ' 
~INTHRCP COLLEGE 0 0 
TOTAL NATURAL SCIENCE TECHNOLOGIES 57 57 137 111 
f ' 
5501 00 HUMA~ SERVICES TECH~OLOGY r· 
FLGRENCE-DARLINGTO~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 14 21 
GREEN\ILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 r, MICLANDS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 36 28 
PIECMONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 38 39 
TRI-CCUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE ----- ----- -~ . 14 1 \ SUBTOTAL 0 0 134 102 
5502 co BIBLE STUDY l, 
Boe JC~ES UNIVERSITY 56 41 
COLL~BIA BIBLE CCLLEGE 17 30 
NORT~ GREEN\ILLE COLLEGE ----- ----- __ _Q __ !J I I SUBTClAL 56 41 17 30 
5503 co EOLCATIC~ TECHNOLOGIES t U.S.C. - GENERAL STLDIES 23 
NCRTh GREEN\ILLE CCLLEGE ----- ----- _ _Q _ _Q SLeTCTAL 0 0 23 0 l 









5503 02 VOCATIGNAL-lECHNICAL EDUCATION 
Ail<E~ lECHt-.ICAL COLLEGE 
C~ESTERFIELC-~ARLBO~C TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
FLORE"CE-DARLI"GTON TEChNICAL COLLEGE 
GREE"~ILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORR~-GEORGETC~N TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL CGLLEGE 
ORA~GEBURG-CALHCUN TECH~ICAL COLLEGE 
PIEOMCNT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG TECHf<IICAL CCLLEGE 
S~~TER AREA TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
TRI-CGlNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
YO~K CCUNTY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SUBTOTAL 
5503 03 CHILO c,RE ASSISTANT 
FLORENCE-DARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRI-CCUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
sueTCTAL 
5505 01 POLICE SCIENCE 
U.S.C. - All<Et\ 
u.s.c. - GENERAL STUDIES 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
SUBTCTAL 
5505 02 PE~CLCGY 
L.s.c. - GE~ERAL STUDIES 
5505 03 CRIMINAL JLSTICE 
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5505 03 CRI~IN~L JlSTICE r 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER l 1 
FLORENCE-OJRLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 34 15 
{ GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 22 40 
HORRl-fEORGETCkN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 14 33 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 88 76 
ORANGEBlRG-CALHOUN TECHNICAL COLLEGE 25 22 
r PIEO~ONT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 29 34 
SPARTAN8URG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE l q 0 
SU~TER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 9 ... 
{ TRI-COUNTY TECHhlCAL COLLEGE 64 23 TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE --1.QZ 47 ----- -----SUBTOTAL 25 9 427 
5505 04 LAlii ENFORCEMENT l 
U.5.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 69 
J I 
5506 01 GOLF CCURSE ~ANAGEMENT 
HORRY-GEORGETCW~ TECHNICAL COLLEGE 11 16 l , 
5506 02 PARKS QPERATICN 
HCRRY-GECRGETO~N TECHNICAL COLLEGE 0 0 [ ' 
5507 co FIRE SCIENCE TECHNOtCGY ( MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 40 18 
5508 00 LEGAL A5SISTANT TECHNOLCGY l : GREENVILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 15 9 
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5508 08 LEGAL ASSISTANT TECHNOLOGY 
MICLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 5 
5599 01 EARLY C~ILOHCOO EOUCATICN 
LANCER CCLLEGE l 0 
kl"lHROP CGLLEGE 2 0 
SPAPlANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE ___ 2.1 ___ lQ -~ __ b, SlBTOTAL 21 10 1 6 
TOTAL PliBLIC SER~ICE TECH~OLOGIES 130 130 818 686 
5600 00 G~"ERAL LIBERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGE 2 3 
U.S.C. - AIKEN 47 23 
U.S.C. - CCASTAL CAROLI"A 4 6 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 2 l 
BAPTIST COLLEGE 0 4 
SOlT~ERN METHCOIST COLLEGE 0 0 
t.s.c. - eeAUFCRT 37 25 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 49 11) 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 38 37 
U.S.C. - SL~TER 41 46 
l.J.S.C. - U"ION 34 30 
ANOERSCN COLLEGE 218 216 
CLINTO" JR. CCLLEGE 74 74 
FRIE~OSHIP JR. COLLEGE 16 39 
NCRl~ GREEN~ILLE COLLEGE 129 128 
SPARTANeURG METHODIST CCLLEGE 156 162 
C~ESlERFIELC-~ARLBORO TECHNICAL COLLEGE 11 11 
GREE"VILLE lECH"lCAL COLLEGE 31 22 
MICLANCS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 27 29 





5600 00 GENEPAL LieERAL ARTS & SCIENCES 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
~ORK CCUNlY TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SLBTOTAL 




























TOTAL CERTIFICATES aNo ~SSOCIATE DEGREES AWARDED 
CLE~SCN LNIVERSITY 
FRANCIS MARIO" COLLEGE 
LA~CER COLLEGE 
u.s.c. - CCLUMBIA 
U.S.C. - Ail<E" 
U.S.C. - CCASTAL CA~OLI~A 
U.S.C. - SPARTANBURG 
kl~ll-!ROP CCLLEGE 
eAFllST COLLEGE 
ace JONES ~NIVERSITY 
COLLMBii BIBLE COLLEGE 
SOlTMERN METHCOIST COLLEGE 
VOOR~EES COLLEGE 
U.S.C. - BEAUFORT 
U.S.C. - GENERAL STUDIES 
U.S.C. - LANCASTER 
U.S.C. - SALKEHATCHIE 
U.S.C. - SUMTER 
ll.S.C. - Uf\lCN 
ANCERSON COLLEGE 
CLINTON JR. COLLEGE 
FRIENDSHIP JR. COLLEGE 
NORT~ GREENVILLE COLLEGE 
SPARTANBURG METHODIST COLLEGE 
All<Ef\ TECHf\lCAL COLLEGE 
BEAUFORT TECHNICAL EDUCATION CENTER 
CHESTERFIELO-~ARLBORC TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
DE"MARK TEC~NICAL ECUCATION CENTER 
FLO~ENCE-OARLINGTON TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
GREEN~ILLE TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
HORRY-GEORGETC-N TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
MIOLANOS TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
CRANGEBLRG-CALHCUN TECH"ICAL COLLEGE 
PIEOMCNT TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
SP~RTANBURG TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 
SU~TER AREA TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRt-CCUNTY TECHNICAL COLLEGE 
TRIDENT TECHNICAL CCLLEGE 


































































































































































TOTAL CERTIFICATES ANO ASSOCIATE DEGREES AWARDED 
YORK CClNlY TEC~NICAL CCLLEGE 
GRAt-.C TOTAL 
CERTIFICATE 
1911 1q1e 
__ .z.o.a 
2814 
__ llJ~ 
2360 
ASSOCIATE 
1977 l<HB 
__ z.c~ 
5782 
__ J.!U 
5249 
r 
r 
r 
r 
r 
I 
[ 
I . 
l 
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